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Abath, André (The University of Sheffield) 
 
Brewer’s Switching Argument 
 
Bill Brewer has recently argued that one can only have empirical beliefs if one’s 
perceptual experiences serve as reasons for such beliefs. His argument for this idea 
relies on a premise according to which in order for the relations with perceptual 
experience to determine the contents of empirical beliefs, these relations must be 
reason-giving. He offers an argument for this premise, the so-called Switching 
Argument. In this talk, I show that the Switching Argument does not work. In which 
case we have no reason to accept the premise the argument is supposed to establish, and 
Brewer’s argument in favour of the idea that one can only have empirical beliefs if 
one’s perceptual experiences serve as reasons for such beliefs. 
 
 
Alcaraz León, María José (University of Sheffield) 
 
Imaginative Resistance, Moral Evaluations, and Aesthetic Success 
 
Works of art have moral aspects and may be morally commendable or blameworthy. 
How these moral evaluations affect the aesthetic value of artworks has been discussed 
widely. Moreover there seem to be certain moral defects of artworks that are related to 
their function as fictions. For example, if works of fiction are especially good devices to 
clarify our emotions a work in which these are presented in a confused way could be 
morally blameworthy because of that. Hence, artworks may be morally flawed in ways 
that other products of human action cannot be.   
 
Moral issues about art have, therefore, arisen in a particular manner within the reflection 
about fiction. However, as K. Walton has pointed out, at least three distinct issues have 
been mixed in the literature about fiction and moral aspects of it. He has distinguished 
between (i) the aesthetic puzzle, (ii) imaginative resistance, and (iii) fictional resistance. 
I’ll focus upon the third kind of these three distinct phenomena. Walton has hold that 
FR is a case of aesthetic flaw. When a work prescribes certain imaginings that cannot be 
fulfilled it is to that extent aesthetically flawed. It is so because the work is such that its 
full appreciation is not possible.  
 
I will try to argue, against Walton, that, under a particular circumstance, a work in 
which the puzzle of fictional resistance arises can be morally flawed because of that. 
Prescribing imaginings that cannot be entertained could be regarded as analogous to 
misusing language in a way that makes communicative acts to fail. 
 
 



 

Altshuler, Roman (Stony Brook University / Bergische Universität Wuppertal) 
 
Freedom in the Ontology of Agency: 
A Reformulation and Defense of Korsgaard’s Argument 
 
Christine Korsgaard has argued that in order to act for a reason, we must act on general 
self-chosen principles and, further, that acting on such principles and essentially 
creating our selves by identifying with them is a necessary condition for our being able 
to see ourselves as selves or agents. This view has struck many as unconvincing, and the 
standard libertarian objections are helpfully summarized by John Searle. He insists that 
Korsgaard conflates epistemic and ontological conditions of selfhood, that her argument 
makes it impossible to account for our ability to freely act capriciously, and finally that 
we cannot create our selves by identifying with general principles because a self is 
already presupposed in the adoption of those principles. I argue that we can best 
reconstruct Korsgaard’s account by accepting the first objection and focusing on the 
ontology of agency along Kantian lines while dropping the epistemological aspect. On 
this account an agent is defined not as someone necessarily committed to acting on 
principle, but as a being that is capable of acting on principles, since the ability to 
identify with at least some ends is clearly a necessary condition for being an agent. This 
modified account can address the problems of capricious action and the self 
presupposed in agency better than the libertarian view. Furthermore, by bringing 
freedom directly into the ontology of self-constitution rather than attaching it to agents 
as a property, this account combines the strengths of both libertarian and compatibilist 
approaches without their typical weaknesses. 
 
 
Amen, Miguel (Universidade do Porto) 
 
Mental Causation and Free Will: two sides of the same metaphysical coin. 
 
The objective of my talk is to show that the problem of mental causation and the 
problem of free will are intimately related. Intentional action is the metaphysical coin 
that binds the problem of mental causation and the problem of free will in a common 
fate. What this shows is that if either mental causation or freedom are lacking there can 
be no any agents in the world. Intentional agency presupposes both. 
I will follow three close paths in my analysis of this problem. 
 
First, I will try to show that traditional solutions to both problems have so many 
similarities precisely because of their close relationship. 
We will see that the parings dualism/libertarianism, nonreductive physicalism/soft 
determinism and reductive physicalism/hard determinism bear this out in a very natural 
way. 
 
The second path asks why understanding action is important, takes a look at manifest 
image and explains why we are not happy with theories that accept either determinism 
or epiphenomenalism. 
As we will see both determinism and epiphenomenalism eliminate the agent, to some 
degree, from the world.  
 
Thirdly, I address the problem of deviant causal chains. This has been a persistently 



 
 

difficult problem to address and I think there is a rationale for it; there is system in the 
failure: any theory of action has to include the concept of freedom, and causal theories 
of action, while affirming mental causation, are silent in this respect.  
 
 
Amoretti, M. Cristina (University of Genoa) 
 
Which kind of externalism is Davidson’s triangulation? 
 
Davidson’s externalism concerning mental contents, which is based on his famous 
theory of triangulation, is quite different from other traditional kinds of externalism 
since it can be considered as an attempt to combine both causal and social externalism. 
After a brief introductory characterization of triangular externalism, I will consider two 
different arguments against Davidson’s attempt of putting together in a consistent and 
comprehensive way causal and social elements, and then I will try to demonstrate that 
triangulation can answer both criticisms.  
 
The first objection simply notes that in Davidson’s externalism there’s an 
incompatibility between causal and social factors. More precisely, it could be argued 
that there’s an irremediable tension between the interpreter’s point of view and the role 
of causal history. A similar problem arises when we try to characterize Davidson’s 
externalism as diachronic or synchronic. The second objection argues that there’s also a 
conflict between the holistic character of contents and their externalist individuation.  
 
I will try to answer both objections arguing that, once we have reflected about the 
specific notion of content determined by the theory of triangulation, all tensions reveal 
themselves as only apparent and thus they simply fade away. The first objection sounds 
plausible just because we suppose that the interpreter’s point of view and the role of 
causal history are separated. The second one would indeed be conceivable if triangular 
externalism were committed with essentialism, but evidently it is not the case. Hence, 
the holistic element can easily be reconciled with Davidson’s theory.  
 
 
Arapinis, Alexandra (IHPST, Paris1 Panthéon-Sorbonne) 
 
Having it all: How to maintain literalism without changing of semantic paradigm 
 
In the last decade, philosophy of language has been marked by the increasing influence 
of contextualism, a view that radically questions the relevance of semantic enquiries in 
understanding how natural language works. Contextualists thus argue that words as 
types, and therefore sentences, do not have determinate satisfaction conditions, or at 
most, have satisfaction conditions that never fit with what speakers mean in uttering 
them. In such a context, the aim of this talk will be to show that there are some 
important linguistic data that challenge the contextualist position. More precisely, I will 
argue that contextualism can’t handle anaphora, nor VP-ellipsis. Indeed, to adequately 
apply such mechanisms, and to adequately interpret, them it is necessary to consider the 
semantic content of words. The contextualist theory of free enrichment does not, in such 
cases, deliver adequate predictions. In the second part of this talk, will claim that a large 
part of the examples considered by contextualists as supporting their view are in fact 
cases of systematic polysemy. I will then show that, based on linguistic theories 



 

developed to account for systematic polysemy, it is possible to maintain the notion of 
semantic content as traditionally defined, and yet account for the apparent context 
sensitivity of most of natural language expressions. Finally, I will argue that the 
contextualist criticism of the notion of semantic content of expressions as type seems to 
originate in the confusion between the semantic content of expressions and sentences on 
the one hand, and the way speakers actually grasp or access this content on the other. 
 
 
Atencia Linares, Paloma (Universidad Autónoma de Madrid) 
 
Is Nonfiction a Make Believe Concept?  
 
A recurrent mistake of theories of representation in general, and theories of fiction in 
particular has been to either, conflate fiction and nonfiction, oppose fiction to reality, 
assimilate nonfiction with truth, reality or facts, or all of them. The consequences of 
doing this have proved to be pernicious for philosophical analysis and clarification of 
what fictional (and nonfictional) works are. Kendall Walton's theory of fiction is 
explicitly committed to overcoming these problems.   While it stipulates a criterion for 
setting apart both categories it also outlines some of the main features of nonfictional 
works. In this way, Walton grants a place for nonfiction in his theory. However, once he 
lays bare how his account applies to actual works, it is not clear that the triad 
fiction-nonfiction-reality to which he was theoretically committed, actually remains 
intact. In my talk, I will point out some problems of Walton's theory that evince that he 
fails to successfully do so and that, in his attempt, his theory introduces further 
confusion to the debate. I will further contend that even if other theories in the market 
are not entirely satisfactory, at least they seemto fare better than Walton's to account for 
this important distinction.  
 
 
Baccarini, Elvio (University of Rijeka) 
 
Moral Epistemological Contextualism 
 
Contextualism is discussed as an epistemological position: the standard of 
epistemological justification and of knowledge attributions vary according to the 
context. 
 
I rely on Timmons' proposal, but I offer some additions to it. In the first context, 
epistemological criteria that are strongly internalistic are appropriate. However, contrary 
to Timmons' exemplification, I do not think that a linear model of justification based on 
mid-level generalizations is the most appropriate. As already said by others (Klampfer), 
this model faces the problem of the specification of mid-level generalizations. This is 
the reason why we need further beliefs, like, for example, grounds of the mid-level 
generalization, or particular moral beliefs in moral reasoning. A subject is justified in 
the first context when she has obtained a condition that may be approximated to that of 
reflective equilibrium.  
 
However, the internal justification may permit the endorsement of moral prejudices. 
The problem is not a specific to the method of reflective equilibrium, but related to the 
limits of human cognitive capacities. The problem may be partially avoided with the use 



 
 

of other contexts of moral epistemology.  
 

In the social context of moral epistemology, justification is obtained as a matter of 
consensus among various participants in the discussion. However, it is not mere 
consensus that is relevant, but consensus based on the interaction between subjects, 
where some of the initial beliefs of subjects may change because of the argumentative 
interaction between them, while other beliefs may change because of the reciprocal 
attribution of epistemic reliability.  
 
 
Balashov, Yuri (University of Georgia, USA) 
 
Persistence and Relativistic Shapes 
 
Suppose you observe a collection of two-dimensional (2D) shapes: 

       
 
Are they related?  Not obviously, until you realize that these shapes are perspectival 
representations of a single object, a three-dimensional (3D) cube, whose 
three-dimensional shape is invariant. 

     
 
Just as there are perspectives in space, there are perspectives in spacetime.  Suppose 
you observe a collection of three-dimensional shapes: 

       
 

Are they related?  Not obviously, until you realize that these shapes are perspectival 
representations of a single object whose shape is invariant.  But what sort of thing must 
the object be, in order to present itself in such different ways in various perspectives, 
without being different from itself?  The answer is easily anticipated: the object must 
be four-dimensional (4D); it must be extended in time as well as space.  It will then 
have different 3D shapes in different perspectives (associated with different inertial 
reference frames and related by Lorentz transformations), because such shapes will be 
intrinsic properties of its 3D parts. 
 
This explanation is open to the perdurantist, who believes in 4D objects, but not to the 
endurantist, who denies their existence.  Indeed, the endurantist will have a hard time 
explaining how  gseparate and loose h 3D shapes come together in a remarkable unity, 
by lending themselves to an arrangement in a compact and smooth 4D volume. 
 



 

The above argument from special relativity to perdurantism was developed in Balashov 
1999.  The argument has since come under criticism (Sider 2001, Miller 2004, Gibson 
and Pooley 2006, Sattig 2006).  In this paper I revisit the original argument and 
respond to my critics. 
 
 
Baptista, Luca (Universidade Nova de Lisboa) 
 
‘Making as if to say’ 
 
The notion of ‘making as if to say’ is casually introduced by Grice in his brief remarks 
on irony and metaphor. The idea is that, in an ironic remark, we don’t really ‘say’ the 
words we utter; rather, we pretend to say them. And through pretending, we implicate 
something different (for Grice, usually the opposite). So, to adapt an example from 
Grice, imagine that my acquaintance John just betrayed my confidence and that this is 
common ground between me and my interlocutors. When John’s name comes to the 
conversation, I utter the sentence: 
 

John is a fine friend 
 
intending it to be interpreted ironically. Basically, I will be implicating that John is not a 
fine friend – actually, a more likely implicature might be that he is a sordid fellow. Now 
the extraordinary thing is that, according to Grice, even though I uttered the sentence 
‘John is a fine friend’, nothing was said. And why is that? Because I didn’t mean it. I 
didn’t have the intention to induce in my audience the belief that John is a fine friend 
through the recognition of that very intention. What I intended to convey was just the 
opposite. 
 
But clearly something is missing here. Because there is an obvious difference between 
uttering a meaningless sequence of sounds and uttering a meaningful sentence. Let’s say 
that instead of ‘John is a fine friend’ I uttered ‘bububu’. In both cases, according to 
Grice, nothing was said. But it is one thing to ‘say nothing’ through, well, nothing, and 
another very different thing to ‘say nothing’ through a meaningful utterance. Problems 
like this provide support for the claim that a more detailed investigation of the notion of 
‘making as if to say’ is needed – even if to show that it is theoretically idle. 
 
 
Barth, Christian (Humboldt-University Berlin) 
 
On the Architecture of Davidson's Theoretical Philosophy 
 
Donald Davidson’s theoretical philosophy incorporates two central tenets: 
 
Interpretability Claim (IC): 
It is a conceptual truth: Speech-acts and, in particular, thoughts are radically 
interpretable. 
 
Thought Depends On Language thesis (TDOL): 
It is a conceptual truth: Thought depends on language in the sense that only subjects 
who have acquired and applied the capacity to communicate by means of language can 



 
 

have thoughts. 
 
In my talk, I would like to accomplish two aims which concern the architecture of 
Davidson's theoretical philosophy: first, I want to explain that and how (TDOL) 
supports (IC). Second, I will attempt to establish the claim that - contrary to other 
current reconstructions - Davidson's argument in favour of (TDOL) deals with 
acquisition-conditions of the ability to have thoughts and that this argument should be 
interpreted as a transcendental argument. 
 
 
Bedke, Matt (University of Arizona) 
 
The Iffiest Oughts: On the Logic of Hypothetical Imperatives 
 
Are hypothetical imperatives genuinely normative?  If so, then the following would be 
a true normative prescription: if your end is to get revenge on Bill (and only the way to 
do so is to poison his drink), then you ought to poison his drink.  Many non-Humeans, 
myself included, wish to deny that your heinous end gives you any reason to poison 
Bill’s drink.  To do so, most give the ‘ought’ wide scope so that, as a matter of logic 
and meaning, it attaches to the entire conditional.  To illustrate, in wide scope form the 
above says something like this: you ought to <poison Bill’s drink, if you intend to kill 
him>.  The hope is that it does not follow from such wide scope oughts, and the fact 
that you have some end, that you have any reason to take the means.  Instead, you have 
reason to avoid having-the-end-and-not-taking-the-means, and one way to do this is to 
give up the end.  I propose to criticize extant interpretations of hypothetical imperatives 
like this one, for they do not adequately rid us reasons given by heinous ends.   I also 
offer my guise of reasons analysis that denies the existence of end-given reasons, but 
also explains why it often makes sense to think and talk like a Humean, as though one’s 
ends are genuinely reason-providing.   
 
 
Benito Vicente, José Óscar (Universitat de València) 
 
La metodología importa: el uso de experimentos mentales en el problema de la 
identidad personal 
 
Uno de los rasgos característicos del análisis de la identidad personal en la filosofía 
analítica es el uso sistemático de experimentos mentales. La legitimidad de dichos 
experimentos suele fundarse en la capacidad que estos tienen de provocar en nosotros 
reacciones ante las situaciones propuestas, y de desvelar nuestras auténticas creencias 
acerca de nuestra identidad. Pero, sobre todo en los últimos tiempos, esta metodología 
también ha suscitado fuertes críticas, que en algunos casos han llegado incluso al 
rechazo frontal de este modo de argumentar. 
 
En la presente comunicación me propongo analizar algunas de las críticas globales al 
empleo de experimentos mentales en el problema de la identidad personal. Agruparé 
estas en tres grandes categorías: recusación por incoherencia, por falta de fiabilidad, y 
por inaplicabilidad. Trataré de mostrar por qué incluso una imposibilidad profunda 
puede ser irrelevante para el éxito del experimento; en cuanto al problema de la 
fiabilidad, señalaré las dificultades típicas para determinar las “condiciones de 



 

contorno” e identificar todos los factores potencialmente relevantes; finalmente, en lo 
referente de la objeción de inaplicabilidad, destacaré la importancia de los presupuestos 
del “juego del lenguaje” de la identidad personal, y el problema de trasladarnos a 
mundos contrafácticos en donde dichos presupuestos empíricos no son preservados. 
 
En definitiva, trataré de mostrar que, aunque el uso de experimentos mentales es sin 
duda legítimo, su empleo sistemático resulta, en el caso de la identidad personal, tan 
sugerente como aventurado. 
 
 
Bergqvist, Anna (University of Reading) 
 
Values-as-Wholes 
 
In this paper I consider a novel Moorean approach to the issue of evaluation that has 
recently been proposed by Campbell Brown [1], whereby there is nothing more to the 
value of an object than its value-as-a-whole when it comes to discovering what reasons 
we have to protect or promote the object in question. Brown’s Moorean proposal is 
presented as an invariabilist challenge to Jonathan Dancy’s variance holism about value. 
One key aim of the paper is therefore to critically assess the supposed advantages of this 
rival view over Dancy’s. The problem for Brown presents itself in the form of the 
following dilemma. Either the advantage of invariabilism over variance holism 
concerns the advantage of a top-down epistemology with respect to reasoning and 
deliberation, in which case Brown’s attack on Dancy misses its target. Or else, if 
Brown’s challenge is genuinely metaphysical and concerns the underlying structure of 
evaluation, then there is the problem that the resulting account might not be able to 
completely cover the ground, because it effectively gets rid of the notion of the value of 
an object as a part.  
 
The upshot of my discussion is that the notion of value-as-a-whole might not exhaust 
the range of reason-giving values in the way Brown claims. Nevertheless, I argue that 
we can yet hold on the conception of epistemology that partly motivates Brown’s 
Moorean challenge to Dancy to set the agenda for a top-down approach to the 
epistemology of moral judgement.  
 
______________________ 
 
[1] Campbell Brown, ‘Two Kinds of Holism about Value’, Philosophical Quarterly, 
Vol. 57 (228), July 2007, pp. 456-463. 
 
 
Berkovski, Sandy (Bilkent University) 
 
Lewis’ reduction of modality 
 
I argue that the reduction of modality turns out to be the source of several powerful 
objections to the metaphysics of modal realism. 
 
I start by reviewing three familiar objections. The first one raises epistemological 
concerns. The guiding thought is that we cannot have any a priori information about the 



 
 

existence of material bodies. The second promising objection relates to pragmatic 
considerations.  Here the idea is that there is no parallel between believing in possible 
worlds and believing in electrons or numbers. In the third objection we raise a 
possibility of arranging modal realist possible worlds in a different way. Suppose, for 
instance, there are more than K possible worlds. Could there be just K possible worlds? 
If we answer ‘yes’, the existence of possible worlds will become a contingent matter. 
 
Significantly, in each of the three cases the attempted modal-realist responses, that I 
also sketch, are not convincing precisely because of the reduction. I then proceed to 
develop a novel objection. Here we ask how well-understood is the notion of 
spatiotemporal isolation on which Lewis’ reduction rests. First, such a notion must be a 
physical one. Second, the available physical notion of disconnectedness goes against the 
letter and spirit of modal realism.  In order to use such notion, the modal realist should 
impose physical, contingent restrictions on the dynamic evolution of isolated 
spacetimes. And therefore, the structure of logical space will be found to be governed 
by physics. It is hardly a conclusion which should be welcomed by a modal 
metaphysician.  
 
 
Besson, Corine (University of Oxford) 
Natural Kind Terms: A Metasemantic Approach 
 
In this paper, I consider the notion of rigidity in connection to natural kind terms.  
It has been widely thought that natural kind terms are rigid designators in a way that 
is similar to that in which proper names are rigid designators.  And it has been 
thought that rigidity could serve to explain the intuitive semantic difference 
between natural kind terms and nonnatural kind terms in the same way as it seems 
to explain the intuitive semantic difference between proper names and some definite 
descriptions.  However, after many attempts to get it to do so, it is becoming 
increasingly clear that rigidity cannot do the explanatory work that some thought it 
could: it cannot explain the intuitive semantic difference between natural kind terms 
and nonnatural kind terms. 
 
I argue that it is something more fundamental than rigidity that explains what is 
distinctive about both proper names and natural kind terms.  And I offer a 
framework in which these distinctive semantic features can be understood.  What is 
distinctive about proper names and natural kind terms, and what explains their basic 
semantic properties is the way in which they are introduced into the language: it is 
their metasemantics.  To show this, I elaborate on Kaplan’s account of directly 
referential expressions, and on his claim that direct reference is a more fundamental 
semantic feature of expressions than rigid designation. 
 
 
Blamey, Jonny (Kings College London) 
 
Degrees of certainty 
 
Predictions of singular events can be certain or probable. Certainty is a degree of belief 
1. A subject’s degree of belief that event of type E will have property p should equal the 
proportion in the experienced sample of events of type E with property p. The subject 



 

should be certain the event E will have property E when all events of type E in the 
sample have property p. But the greater the sample size, the more likely the prediction is 
true . Probabilism is the view that this increase in likeliness is an increase in probability. 
 
Probabilism is unworkable. The increase in certainty due to increase in sample size can 
be measured in utility on an integer scale. This fits in with Ramsey’s subjective 
probability measure. The degree of certainty dictates the maximum stake one should be 
prepared to bet at odds 1:0. The degree of belief dictates what odds one should consider 
fair. This addresses the effect of the subject’s attitude to risk and deals with the Allais 
problem. People are sensitive to the magnitude of the gain minus the loss. This 
magnitude can be used to measure certainty. It can increase infinitely on the integer 
scale and therefore is not a probability. Bets at 1:0 aren’t bets at all but guarantees. 
There is no Dutch Book against someone who guarantees £10 that p, but not £100 that 
p. This has the consequence that many things are certain but that nothing is absolutely 
certain.  
 
 
Blanco Salgueiro, Antonio (Universidad Complutense de Madrid) 
 
Una versión externista de la tesis de la relatividad lingüística 
 
Mi hipótesis de partida es que el debate internismo / externismo acerca de la mente y 
sus contenidos, y el debate acerca de la relatividad lingüística, pueden ser planteados de 
un modo novedoso e interesante cuando se tratan conjuntamente. 
 
En la primera parte, trataré de aclarar conceptualmente la Tesis de la Relatividad 
Lingüística (TRL). Defenderé que el principal argumento a favor de TRL se puede 
reconstruir como el resultado de obtener una conclusión a partir de dos premisas 
diferentes e independientes: la Tesis del Efecto del Lenguaje sobre el Pensamiento 
(TELP) y la Tesis de la Diversidad Lingüística (TDL). Distinguiré además la versión 
fuerte de la débil, y la global de la parcial, dentro de TELP, y señalaré la importancia de 
especificar los mecanismos lingüísticos (fonológicos, morfo-sintácticos, semánticos o 
pragmáticos) supuestamente responsables de los efectos del lenguaje sobre el 
pensamiento. Dentro de TDL distinguiré la versión radical de la moderada. Estas 
distinciones permiten establecer muchos matices y posiciones intermedias entre los 
polos del relativismo y del universalismo extremos. 
 
En la segunda parte, plantearé la cuestión de la relatividad lingüística para un dominio 
del pensamiento: el contenido intencional. Defenderé que la distinción entre 
concepciones internistas y externistas del contenido da lugar a posibles versiones 
internistas y externistas de TRL. A continuación, defenderé que el argumento 
“anti-individualista” que Tyler Burge expone en “Individualim and the Mental” conduce 
a una forma interesante de relatividad lingüística. 
 
 
Borgoni, Cristina (Universidad de Granada)  & de Pinedo, Manuel (Universidad de 
Granada) 
 
La paradoja de Moore y la necesidad de perspectivas 
(Moore’s paradox and the need for perspectives) 



 
 

 
La paradoja de Moore es un excelente campo de pruebas para cuestiones 
concernientes a la auto-atribución de conocimiento, al externalismo y a la relación 
entre ambos. El aire paradójico de “P pero no creo que p” en contraste con “P pero 
ella no cree que p” (o incluso “P pero yo no creía que p”) puede ser considerado 
como una invitación al reconocimiento de la diferencia entre puntos de vista de 
primera y de tercera persona. Puede también ser visto como una motivación para 
separar enunciados acerca de la mente de enunciados acerca del mundo. En este 
trabajo sostendremos la primera idea mientras resistiremos a la segunda. Además, 
vamos a ofrecer una lectura de la paradoja que pondrá énfasis en su relevancia para 
nuestra comprensión de la racionalidad y de la interpretación lingüística. Lo 
haremos por medio de la defensa de tres tesis, dos de las cuales son derivadas de los 
enfoques dominantes (para nosotros, insuficientes) a la paradoja: el de Moore, de 
Wittgenstein y de Shoemaker. 
 
Nuestra estrategia será, primero, establecer el carácter paradójico de las oraciones en 
juego, a continuación presentar las tres explicaciones dominantes acerca de la 
paradoja y, por último, motivar nuestra propuesta de lectura de la paradoja y de los 
temas que están involucrados en ella.  
 
 
Bowditch, Nathaniel (American University in Cairo) 
 
Spinoza and the Contemporary Problem of Responsibility for Emotion 

 
According to many contemporary philosophers, there is a tension embedded in our 
pretheoretical views of the emotions: we view them simultaneously as non-rational 
impulses over which we have no control and as expressions of character for which we 
should be held accountable. The tension between these two views of emotions is 
manifest in the following problem: If responsibility presupposes control, and emotions 
cannot be controlled, then people should not be held responsible for their emotions. But, 
as a matter of fact, we do hold people responsible for their emotions. This suggests that 
our moral practices, at least with respect to the emotions, are inconsistent and thus 
unjustified. 

 
Study of Spinoza’s discussions of emotion, control, and responsibility suggests that the 
contemporary problem of responsibility for emotions and the terms in which it is framed 
force some questions into the foreground and others into the background. In this paper I 
foreground one of the latter: Is there more, or something else, at stake in answering the 
question of whether we can control our emotions than determining whether we should 
be held morally responsible for them? Following Spinoza’s lead, I answer in the 
affirmative. I offer, however, an alternative (though not entirely un-Spinozistic) account 
of what that something else might be: if our emotions are beyond our control, in some 
important sense ‘not our own’, then it would appear that the same would have to be said 
of many, if not all, of what we take to be the most important features of our lives.  

 
 
Bremer, Manuel (Universität Düsseldorf) 
 
What is Logical Pluralism? 



 

 
Within the philosophy of logic there has been an old debate about strengths and 
weaknesses of so-called “deviant” logics, as compared to standard logic (i.e. First Order 
Logic with Identity). With the development of a multitude of many-valued and modal 
logical systems and the various ways they can be employed in various fields of 
philosophy, linguistics and computer science, former “deviant” logics have become well 
accepted. Nowadays we seem to have a new and almost contrary debate about whether 
there is any universal logic at all or only a multitude of systems: logical pluralism. But 
what does logical pluralism claim?  
 
In this talk one prominent version of logical pluralism is the main target of further 
questions by logical universalists. Greg Restall’s and JC Beall’s pluralism defends both 
standard and non-standard logics. And the universalism which is taken here as the basis 
of exploring the pluralists’ claims is also rooted in the non-standard position of 
paraconsistent logics, since these can provide truly universal logics. 
 
The first section gives a sketch of this kind of logical universalism. The second and 
third paragraph ask first questions concerning former explorations into logical 
pluralism. And the main part explores several ankles to put Beall’s and Restall’s 
pluralism to the test. 
 
Thus the main aim of the talk is to put forth question to the logical pluralists. So it may 
be too early to rush to conclusions. On the other hand, it seems, that the case for logical 
pluralism is far from clear. It is even unclear what exactly logical pluralism is and where 
is stops. It is even unclear if logical pluralism could be stated as it is if it was true. 
 
 
Broncano, Fernando (Universidad Carlos III de Madrid) 
 
Achieving to make up your mind 
 
The aim of this paper is to examine the way of explaining the first-person authority that 
means the move from the theoretical to a deliberative attitude. I purpose to argue that 
this authority becomes a practical as well as an epistemic achievement reached by a 
person while examining her engagements in the context of a social space. I shall argue 
that this attainment involves also certain epistemic achievement in terms of 
self-knowledge, even if this knowledge is not obtained by perceptual means. 
 
The point is to understand how the avowals show us something important about the 
nature of the subjectivity is to understand the asymmetry between the belief ascriptions 
in first and third person, and what kind of presence has the subject in the very fact of the 
avowal. We will compare here a theoretical with a practical attitude about the avowals 
following the Moran’s analysis of the Sartre’s akratic gambler example. We shall 
conclude that the subject involved in avowals makes present his agency to himself at 
once makes up his mind, constituting himself in this way into a public space. There is 
here involved some non-Cartesian discovery: the practical discovery of what oneself 
truly is when one gets to do things.  We remark again that this is not a theoretical 
discovery, but a result from the fact that the agent placed to himself in a situation of 
self-discovering as an agent.  
 



 
 

 
Bynoe, Will (Kings College London) 
 
Mental problems for the Lewisian theory of indefinite parthood 
 
What I call the “Lewisian theory” is the combination of two views: (1) The 
indefiniteness of sentences featuring mereological vocabulary should be accounted for 
using the supervaluation theory of vagueness, (2) mereological terms are precise. I 
discuss the disturbing consequence of this view that, provided you have indefinite parts, 
there are many thinkers roughly where you are presently located. I argue that this 
consequence has the result that you can’t know that “I am [put name here]”. An attempt 
is made to make the many-thinkers consequence palatable and to respond to my 
argument. Some progress is made as regards the former, but the latter remains 
problematic for the Lewisian. 
 
 
Cardona Suárez, Carlos Alberto (Universidad del Rosario, Colombia) 
 
Wittgenstein, Gödel y la construcción del heptágono regular 
 
En muchos pasajes de la obra de Wittgenstein, el autor pretende esclarecer el sentido de 
algunas reglas gramaticales que estipulan una imposibilidad lógica. En algunos de ellos 
el filosofo sugiere que hay un estrecho parecido de familia entre una demostración de 
indemostrabilidad y la prueba de que no es posible, usando sólo regla y compás, trisecar 
un ángulo arbitrario o construir un heptágono regular. La prueba de Gödel que establece 
que un sistema formal tan poderoso como para replicar las verdades de la teoría de 
números no puede demostrar con sus propias herramientas la supuesta consistencia del 
sistema, es una de esas demostraciones de indemostrabilidad. La conferencia ofrece una 
alternativa de interpretación de los parecidos de familia entre la prueba de Gödel y la 
demostración que establece que no es posible construir un heptágono regular.  
 
La conferencia está dividida en tres partes. Primero se presenta el problema asociado 
con la posible construcción del heptágono regular y la estructura argumentativa de la 
prueba de la imposibilidad de Gauss. Segundo, se presenta el problema asociado con la 
exigencia de una prueba de consistencia de un sistema formal que aspira a contener toda 
la teoría de números y la estructura argumentativa de la imposibilidad de Gödel. 
Tercero, se comentan los rasgos wittgensteinianos de parentesco entre las dos pruebas y 
se muestra cómo contribuyen a esclarecer algunas de las tesis más importantes de 
Wittgenstein. 
 
 
Carmody, Matthew (Richmond-upon-Thames College, Twickenham, U.K) 
 
Do We Need Higher-Order Vagueness? 
 
It is widely agreed that to be genuinely vague is to be higher-order vague. Yet 
higher-order vagueness is multiply problematic. In this paper, I shall argue that we do 
not need higher-order vagueness. 
 
Arguments for higher-order vagueness may be “negative” or “positive”. A negative 



 

argument is one that concludes that higher-order vagueness is the least bad option. The 
standard argument for higher-order vagueness is that to say, for a vague concept F, that 
something is either clearly/determinately F or borderline F or clearly/determinately 
not-F would leave two sharp and unknowable first-order divisions. Introducing 
second-order vagueness would push the problem up a level. So, there must be 
infinite-order vagueness. 
 
A positive argument is not negative. It draws attention to higher-order vagueness as 
emerging from first-order vagueness. We distinguish clear and borderline cases and so 
why can’t we distinguish clear borderline cases or borderline clear cases? 
 
I argue that first-order vagueness is naturally as far as it goes. There can be first-order 
vagueness without sharp boundaries so long as we embrace the view that vagueness is a 
form of radical context-dependence. Essential reference to normal speakers and normal 
conditions does not introduce higher-order vagueness. It is rather that they contribute to 
first-order vagueness. As for the apparent coherence of higher-order borderline talk, I 
argue that it does not reflect real higher-order vagueness. Borderline cases of 
“borderline cases” are then really ordinary first-order borderline cases of new concepts. 
For example, a borderline borderline red/yellow is then a borderline red/orange or a 
borderline orange/yellow. 
 
 
Carrara, Massimiliano )University of Padua(  & Fassio, Davide )University of 
Padua(  

 
Unknowable truths: some epistemic consequences of the Knowability Paradox 
 
The of the Knowability Paradoxis that if truth is knowable then every truth is actually 
known, and so that if there are unknown truths ,then not every truth is knowable.  
The goal of our talk is to analyse the possibly true unknowable propositions responsible 
for the paradox. 
 
Possibly true unknowable propositions are – in Tennant’s terms – Anti-Cartesian 
propositions.Propositions whose corresponding knowledge claims are “consistent” are 
called Cartesian propositions. contrast, every proposition whose knowledge gives raise 
to a contradiction is an Anti-Cartesian one.  
 
Unknowable, Anti-Cartesian, propositions that can be true are distinguishable in two 
kinds, according to the reason why they are unknowable: 
 

1) propositions whose knowledge is logically inconsistent because of its own overall 
logical structure, involving iterations of K. for example p & ¬Kp. 

 
2) propositions unknowable because the very act of considering or judging that p 

requires the falsity of p. For example “No thinkers exist”. 
 

We formally characterize (1) and (2) and we isolate their main features giving an 
answer to the following questions: 
 
a) Are they elementary or complex propositions? 



 
 

b) Are they necessary or contingent ones? 
c) Which is the temporal value of the K operator inside of them? 
d) Are they epistemic propositions? If yes, which is their logical form? 
 
Our preliminary conclusions are that: propositions of the two kinds (1 and 2) are 
complex and contingent ones; they are epistemic propositions including the negation of 
K. Kp stays for “there exists a time where it is known that p”.  
 
 
Casetta, Elena (Istituo Italiano di Scienze Umane) 
 
Categories, Taxa, and Chimeras 
 
*** Short abstract not available *** 
 
 
Chaves, Jose E. (Universidad de Barcelona/Logos) 
 
Cancelabilidad y Significado Convencional 

 
En esta comunicación cuestionaré el uso de la cancelabilidad como criterio semántico. 
El test de la cancelabilidad ha sido utilizado para distinguir las propiedades semánticas 
de las pragmáticas. Esto se concreta en dos tesis: 

 
I. Todo aquello que sea cancelable no pertenece a lo dicho o a la 

proposición explícitamente expresada por un hablante mediante una 
proferencia dada. 

II. Todo aquello que sea cancelable no es un componente convencional de la 
oración proferida. 

 
La tesis, I., ha sido la tesis más criticada desde posiciones contextualistas. En esta 
comunicación revisaré esos argumentos y la idea de que nada que sea parte de la 
proposición explícitamente comunicada se puede cancelar, ya que no se puede cancelar 
nada que el hablante haya comunicado intencionadamente. Mostraré que los procesos 
pragmáticos de los que habla un contextualista pueden depender de factores ajenos a las 
intenciones del hablante, por lo que la cancelabilidad en ese terreno parece consistente. 
La única manera de salvar la utilidad de la cancelabilidad es manteniendo la tesis II. 
 
También cuestionaré la tesis II. mostrando que hay elementos convencionales que son 
cancelables sin incurrir en contradicción. Los usos laxos, como señala Grice (1989: 44), 
son el ejemplo más notorio de cancelabilidad convencional. Pero también encontramos 
contraejemplos en los casos de ambigüedad (Sadock 1978) y en los casos de 
modulación de significado (Cohen: 1971). De ser plausible la existencia de 
cancelabilidad de elementos convencionales la utilidad de la cancelabilidad como 
criterio para la demarcación de la semántica se vería disminuida. 
 
 
Chehtman, Alejandro (LSE) 
 
Do states have the right to punish offences committed abroad? 



 

 
This paper examines the normative credentials of the different bases for the 
extraterritorial application by states of their domestic criminal laws. To do so, I first 
provide a rights-based justification for legal punishment. I then argue that this 
justification explains satisfactorily the principle of territorial jurisdiction. Secondly, I 
examine whether state S can claim a power to punish an offender (O) for a crime she 
committed abroad on the basis that O or the victim (V) are nationals of S. I argue that 
the majority of the arguments on which both these principles are advocated either beg 
the fundamental question or collapse into a less appealing form of universal jurisdiction. 
Thirdly, I defend the so-called ‘protective principle’, i.e., I suggest that S ought to have 
jurisdiction over O for a crime she committed abroad when it ‘affects the security of S’. 
Finally, I examine the principle of universal jurisdiction. Uncontroversially, I argue 
against it. However, I also suggest that both the retributivism and deterrence theories are 
committed to S holding a power to punish that is universal in scope. This does not prove 
them wrong, but it is an implication that few of their defenders would endorse. In sum, 
the relevance of this paper is twofold: first, it illuminates the inadequacy of some of the 
existing rules on the extraterritorial application of criminal laws and, secondly, it sheds 
new light on the debates regarding the justification of state punishment generally. 
 
 
Ciuni, Roberto (University of Florence, LOGOS) 
 
Dependence and Causation 
 
Aim of the talk is applying some notions of a theory of dependence to give modal 
conditions for causation instead of Lewis’ ones (namely: an actual events A causes an 
actual event C iff A’s non-occurrence counterfactually implies C’s non-occurrence). 
The rationale is that, by the notions I will introduce, the problem of late pre-emption is 
avoided. The theory of dependence I use is by Correia 2005, the counterfactual account 
of causation is by Lewis 1973. Late pre-emption is as follows: take three actual events 
A, B and C. A’s occurrence forces the occurrence’s of C, but if A’s occurrence had not, 
B’s occurrence would have forced C’s one. We wish to say that A, not B, causes C. But 
given the semantic apparatus Lewis endorses, we cannot say that A is the cause of C, 
since the above requirement is not satisfied. I try to solve the problem by proposing 
different modal conditions for causations. They presuppose the notion of exhaustive 
dependence between events (A exhaustively depends on B iff necessarily, if A occurs 
some feature of B is grounded on A’s existence) and that of physical grounding. Main 
moves:  
 

1) Endowing worlds with time (thus obtaining histories); 
2) evaluating the modal conditions of our causal statements on the sets of the 

histories that are the closest to the actual one and possible with respect of our 
physical laws; 

 
The rationale of each of the steps above will be given. Once we have done this, we can 
define causation in the following way: Given two actual and present events A and C, A 
causes C iff in all the histories that are the closest to our one C’s occurrence is 
grounded on A’s occurrence (with the suitable exclusion of the histories in which 
interfering events between A and C hold). I show that the problem of late pre-emption 
is avoided. 



 
 

 
 
Cobreros, Pablo (Universidad de Navarra) 
 
Borderline, yet not definitely so 
 
In a 2003 paper Delia Graff Fara argues against truth-gap theories with an objection 
concerning higher-order vagueness. Fara shows that for any finite sorites series the rule 
of D-intro is inconsistent with the truth of all the gap principles to which the truth-value 
gap theorist is committed in order to show that there are no sharp boundaries in the 
series. Supervaluationism in vagueness allows for different notions of logical 
consequence. This paper shows that although Fara’s argument is correct for the case of 
global validity, gap principles are consistent with a weaker notion of logical 
consequence available to the supervaluationist. The key idea is that this notion of 
logical consequence allows (in a qualified sense) that some member of the sorites can be 
borderline, yet not definitely so 
 
References 
 
Fara, D. G. (2003). Gap principles, penumbral consequence and infinitely higher-order 
vagueness. En Liars and Heaps: Oxford University Press. Originally published under 
the name “Delia Graff”. 
 
 
Coll Mármol, Jesús Antonio (Universidad de Murcia) 
 
Autoengaño y responsabilidad 
 
El autoengaño es un fenómeno familiar que presenta problemas a la hora de comprender 
su naturaleza. En un primer momento es tentador comprender el autoengaño siguiendo 
el patrón del engaño interpersonal, defendiendo que es un requisito para su explicación 
atribuir la intención de engañarse y un conocimiento al menos tácito de la verdad del 
asunto sobre el que se produce el engaño. Esta aproximación tiene el problema de que 
convierte en imposible el fenómeno que pretende explicar, pues la intención de 
engañarse sobre un asunto del que se conoce previamente la verdad convierte en 
imposible la idea de un autoengaño sincero. Ante este problema se han planteado varias 
soluciones entre la que destaca la de Alfred Mele. Mele defiende lo que podríamos 
llamar una posición deflacionista ante el autoengaño. Para él no es necesario atribuir ni 
conocimiento previo de la verdad del asunto ni la intención de engañarse para que sea 
posible el autoengaño. Lo decisivo en el caso del autoengaño es la motivación del 
agente que le hace seleccionar información de un modo sesgado. En mi ponencia 
argüiré que una posición como la de Mele tiene como consecuencia la imposibilidad de 
atribuir responsabilidad al agente del autoengaño, creando un problema escéptico al 
tener que diferenciar entre creencias que hemos adquirido responsablemente y creencias 
que son producto de procesos psicológicos autónomos. Defenderé que para evitar esta 
situación hay que recobrar una de las dos condiciones a las que renuncia Mele en su 
posición, siendo en mi opinión lo decisivo en un caso de autoengaño que se pueda 
atribuir un conocimiento previo de la verdad por parte de quien se engaña para poderle 
atribuir no sólo responsabilidad sobre su estado, sino también para poder diferenciar el 
caso del autoengaño de otros casos como el pensamiento desiderativo. 



 

 
 
Connolly, Niall (King’s College London) 
 
Non-existents and Non-existence 
 
This paper will defend the Meinongian thesis that it is possible to refer (for instance 
when talking about fiction) to things that don’t exist.  I will explain what it is for an 
individual object to exist, and to fail to exist, and outline an account of non-existent 
objects and their place in the scheme of things that is informed by this explanation.  
Meinong’s own account sought to do justice to the ways in which we think of 
non-existent objects (as winged horses, golden mountains and so on).  I will argue that 
it is possible to accomplish this without insisting, like Meinongians, that non-existents 
instantiate the qualities that characterise existents – that is, that non-existents are equally 
legitimate instances of horses, mountains etc. (or even that they somehow, as others 
have suggested, ‘encode’ the qualities canonically ascribed to them).  The theory of 
existence that I will defend says that to exist is to instantiate qualities; it thus denies 
qualitative characters to things that don’t exist.  My account of non-existent objects 
says that these things that we can think about and refer to, but which don’t make their 
presence felt in the manner of existing (concrete and abstract) individuals, are bare 
particulars - things without qualities.  The notion of ‘bare particular’ is almost as 
disreputable as the notion of ‘non-existent object’.  It will be argued however that a 
rehabilitated understanding of ‘bare particular’ is a crucial component of an 
understanding of the nature of reality, and also, unreality. 
 
 
Corredor, Cristina (Universidad de Valladolid) 
 
Pragmatic meaning and validity of speech 
 
The aim of this contribution is to re-examine and give support to the thesis that connects 
pragmatic meaning and validity of speech, taking into account recent views in cognitive 
pragmatics. 
 
After traditional semantic theory had analysed meaning in terms of truth-conditions 
(epistemic validity), the theory of speech acts retained this analysis for the propositional 
component of speech and accounted for the pragmatic dimension of meaning, or 
illocutionary force, in terms of validity conditions (acceptability or 
success-plus-satisfaction conditions). This two-layered analysis was made plausible 
through a principle of expressibility, to the effect that any communicated meaning in a 
context could be made linguistically explicit and so accessible to validity-assessment. 
 
Recent views in cognitive pragmatics have radically questioned the plausibility of such 
a principle. They have done it by putting forward a thesis of semantic 
underdetermination of sentence meaning and focusing their theoretical attention on the 
cognitive processes that allow a interpreter to work out the pragmatically enriched 
meaning and, in particular, the so-called unarticulated constituents that are needed to 
obtain a complete propositional content out of a linguistic sentence in a context. 
 
I will argue that recent cognitive-pragmatic theorising has to face important difficulties 



 
 

when confronted with the task of accounting for the illocutionary force of speech acts, 
as well as very anti-intuitive consequences when the connection between pragmatic 
meaning and validity of speech is considered. Finally, in the light of the preceding 
discussion, I will propose to re-examine the function of the principle of expressibility. 
 
 
Cussins, Adrian (La Universidad Nacional de Colombia) 
 
Can a distinction between conceptual content and nonconceptual content show us 
how to reconcile the principle of compositionality with the context principle? 
 
Under a natural interpretation of them, two of the most basic principles in the 
philosophy of language — the principle of compositionality and the context principle — 
are incompatible.  We can express the context principle as the claim that the meaning 
of a sentence is prior, in the order of explanation, to the meaning of its non-sentential 
constituents.  And we can express compositionality as the claim that the meaning of a 
sentence is determined by, and explained in terms of, the meanings of its constituents.  
It cannot be the case that words are prior to sentences in the explanation of meanings, 
and also that sentences are prior to words in the explanation of meanings. 
 
 This paper argues that, in order to reconcile the principles, we need two different kinds 
of meaning: one kind of word meaning which remains constant in any grammatically 
well-formed sentential context, and another kind of word meaning which varies, even if 
only slightly, from one sentential context to another.  I explain, briefly, the distinction 
between referential content which has the logical structure of truth, and mediational 
content which has the logical structure of normativities of guidance: the structures that 
mediate ordered systems of activity.  And I consider the virtues and vices of trying to 
interpret the kind of meaning which is constant in different sentential contexts as 
referential content, and the kind of meaning which varies in different contexts as 
mediational content. 
 
 
de Mello Ribeiro, Leonardo (University of Sheffield) 
 
Hedonic Desires and Reasons for Action 
 
In this paper I discuss Parfit’s general claims about the relation between desires and 
reasons for action. My aim here is not to put into question Parfit’s arguments against 
purely desire-based accounts of reasons. Rather, I am assuming both that his arguments 
against these accounts are sound and that the value-based framework on which Parfit 
builds his account of reasons is unproblematic. However, I am going to raise doubts 
concerning some of the details of Parfit’s strategy against any view that takes some 
cases of desires as reason-giving. In order to do this, I shall focus on a special kind of 
desire, viz., hedonic. I will argue (contra Parfit) that whenever it comes to hedonic 
desires, such desires can be taken to provide reasons for action, even though this claim 
does not undermine and is not in conflict with a value-based account of reasons. 
 
 
Dinis Pereira, Vitor Manuel (University of Lisbon) 
 



 

An Explanation for the Illusion of Contingency 
 
We are going to argue, against Kripke, for the availability of an explanation for the 
illusion of contingency of alleged psychophysical identities of types. 
 
An explanation according to which theoretical identities as "water = H2O" only seem to 
be contingent consists in saying that they get erroneously confused with identities in 
fact contingent like "the colourless, transparent, drinkable liquid, in which one baths = 
H2O". In this case the identity is between contingent properties (being a colourless, 
transparent, drinkable liquid, in which one baths, etc.) and essential properties of water 
(being H2O); the contingency of the former identities is fallaciously inferred from the 
contingency of the later identities. Now an explanation of this type is not, as argued by 
Kripke, available in the case of alleged psychophysical type-type identities such as 
"pain = stimulation of C-fibers". It is not available because the identity is not between 
contingent properties and essential properties of pain: being a pain is not a contingent 
property of each pain, it is an essential property.  
 
However, note that the property of being water is the property of being H2O, although 
the concepts of water and of H2O are different concepts. Then, by analogy, one could 
say that type-type identities like "pain = stimulation of the C-fibers" only seem 
contingent because "pain" and "stimulation of C-fibers" denote the same property but 
express different concepts, so that a difference between properties is fallaciously 
inferred from a difference between concepts.  
 
 
Dobrei, Nicolae-Emanuel (National School of Political Science and Public 
Administration, Bucharest, Romania) 
 
Schizophrenic Citizens or Schizophrenic Theory? Reconciling Realism and 
Antirealism in Rawls’s Deliberative Turn 
 
*** Short abstract not available *** 
 
 
Fabian Dorsch (Universities of Fribourg and Geneva) 
 
Imagining and Knowing 
 
In this talk, I would like to defend the claim that episodes of visualising can ground 
knowledge and highlight some of its philosophical consequences. 
 
The claim at issue is, more specifically, that - if embedded in the right kind of context - 
visualising that p can ground non-introspective, knowledge-constituting judgements that 
p (where p concerns some contingent fact about the external world). For example, by 
visualising a certain arrangement of boxes in the interior of a removal van, we may - in 
the right kind of circumstances - come to know that the respective number of boxes, if 
thus arranged, fits inside the van. 
 
And, as I intend to illustrate, this claim about the potential epistemic role of visualising 
has important consequences, not only for how best to account for the nature and features 



 
 

of imaginative episodes, but perhaps also for discussions about certain issues in 
epistemology and the philosophy of mind, such as epistemic responsibility, perceptual 
and judgemental commitment, and rational motivation. 
 
 
Echeverri, Santiago (Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität, Munich & Institut Jean Nicod 
(CNRS), París) 
 
Valor cognitivo y significado. El caso de las expresiones indexicales 
 
Una visión ortodoxa en la filosofía del lenguaje inspirada por Frege propone explicar las 
diferencias de valor cognitivo de las expresiones referenciales a partir de diferencias de 
‘sentido’ o ‘significado’, entendidos como propiedades semánticas independientes del 
contexto. Ejemplos de esta tentativa son las nociones de ‘carácter’ o ‘rol’, propuestas 
por Kaplan y Perry en los años setenta o, de manera más reciente, de ‘proposición 
creada’ o ‘proposición reflexiva’, introducidas por Perry en sus últimas obras. En esta 
presentación ofrecemos un análisis crítico de esta tesis en relación con las expresiones 
indexicales. Para ello, procedemos en cuatro pasos: 1) proponemos un análisis de la 
noción de ‘valor cognitivo’ basada en la noción de ‘co-identificación’. Creemos que 
dicho análisis refleja algunos de los criterios utilizados normalmente para marcar las 
diferencias de valor cognitivo. 2) Criticamos los argumentos que sirven de base a las 
propuestas fregeanas antes mencionadas y sugerimos que en ellos se malinterpreta la 
naturaleza del fenómeno de valor cognitivo. 3) Analizamos algunos contraejemplos 
propuestos por Wettstein y Taylor contra los análisis semánticos y lanzamos la hipótesis 
de que ellos invitan a ofrecer un análisis pragmático del valor cognitivo. 4) Explicamos 
porqué los análisis semánticos son atractivos para muchos filósofos: los locutores no 
son conscientes de efectuar ningún proceso inferencial, lo cual haría problemático 
atribuirles el carácter de ‘implicaturas’. Sin embargo, ello deja abierta la posibilidad de 
explicarlos como fenómenos análogos a la ‘saturación’ o ‘enriquecimiento libre’, los 
cuales no son accesibles para el sujeto. 
 
 
Estevinha Rodrigues, Luís (University of Lisbon) 
 
A Stronger Closure Principle 
 

Fred Dretske offered an argument against epistemic closure )EC (in a recent 
philosophical debate )2005 .(EC – standard formula : If S knows that P, and if S knows 

that P entails Q, then S knows that Q. main thrust of this argument, as I see it, is that 
EC’s scope must be restricted to avoid skepticism about ordinary knowledge. On the 
other side of this discussion, John Hawthorne argues that Dretske’s move is dangerous 
because it has high epistemic costs. The paper/talk has three sections. I analyse 
Dretske’s main arguments in section 1 and argue that restricting EC’s scope does not in 
fact avoid skepticism about ordinary knowledge. Next, in section 2, I submit 
Hawthorne’s defence of EC and argue that this defence does not avoid skepticism 
either. Finally, in section 3, I offer my own (draft) solution: a stronger EC formula. I 
will argue that it is possible to strengthen EC’s antecedent (if S knows that P, and if S 
knows that P entails Q) in a way that allows us to avoid skepticism about its consequent 
(S knows that Q). I intend to do this strengthening of EC’s antecedent using Dretske’s 
Conclusive Reasons account and Relevant Alternatives account, from witch I will 



 

extract the innovative, I hope, Epistemic Relevant World concept. I will conclude that 
we don’t have to limit EC’s scope to save ordinary or extra ordinary knowledge. 
 
 
Fernández Prat, Olga (Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona) 
 
La atención y la relación entre contenido conceptual y no-conceptual 

 
Esta comunicación pretende clarificar la relación entre el contenido conceptual y 
no-conceptual de la percepción (visual) mediante la presentación del papel que juega la 
atención a un objeto en la manera en que éste es percibido. No trataré de argüir a favor 
de la distinción entre estos dos tipos de contenido pero tendré en cuenta el hecho de que 
no hay una opinión consensuada. 

 
De acuerdo con mi propuesta, la noción de atención es la clave para una explicación del 
“rasgo demostrativo” por lo que se refiere a la parte conceptual, por decirlo así, de la 
percepción, mientras que una cierta noción o teoría de los datos sensoriales es la clave 
en la explicación de la parte no-conceptual de la percepción. La definición de la relación 
que vincula ambos tipos de contenido es la siguiente: 

 
a. La relación básica sería la relación de correspondencia: 
 

Sea O un objeto físico, d-s un dato sensorial y J un juicio perceptual singular de un tipo 
relevante, esto es: J es constituido por un modo perceptual demostrativo de 
presentación, de acuerdo con mi propuesta, este modo implica esencialmente un 
episodio de atención digámosle A*: 

 
(C) Un dato sensorial s-d corresponde a un juicio J si y sólo si s-d es causado por O 
durante un episodio de atención A*. 

 
Teniendo como base esta noción de correspondencia, otras nociones relevantes 
seguirían acomodándose; tales como la noción de un modo de presentación 
demostrativo informado por un dato sensorial. 
 
 
Frigerio, Aldo (Catholic University, Milan, Italy) 
 
Conditions for Reference 
 
According to Frege in order to refer to an object we must grasp a conceptual content 
which uniquely identifies that object. Frege called it “sense”. Russell did not agree with 
Frege about this matter: he thought that grasping a conceptual content is not a sufficient 
condition in order to refer to an object. We can grasp a conceptual content that identifies 
an object and nonetheless not know which that object is and not be able to recognize it 
among others. Referring requires a much stronger connection between the speaker and 
the object. This connection is acquaintance. Only if we know an object by acquaintance 
we can refer to it, because only in that case we know which that object is and are able to 
recognize it among others. If we only know an object by description, the link between 
our words and the object is not reference but a weaker connection that Russell called 
“denotation”. 



 
 

 
In this talk I would like to give some arguments in favor of Frege’s view. Particularly, I 
will show that Russell’s theory of reference produces too many ambiguities: every 
device of singular reference (proper names, indexicals and definite descriptions) can 
refer both to objects we are and to objects we are not acquainted with. If these devices 
had different meaning depending on the relation the speaker maintains with the referent, 
they would be systematically ambiguous. An other weakness of Russell’s view is the 
fact that in order to understand other people who refer to an object, we would be able to 
know if they are acquainted with their referent or not. But we often fail to have that 
information and this fact does not jeopardize our comprehension. 
 
 
Fürst, Martina (Universität Graz)  
 
Explaining the Encapsulation Relation - How Phenomenal Concepts Guarantee 
the Existence of Qualia 
 
I present a concept-based interpretation of Frank Jackson’s knowledge argument which 
offers compelling reasons for accepting its dualistic conclusion. This target is addressed 
by demonstrating the inadequacies of the two-modes-of-presentation-reply to the 
knowledge argument. I will demonstrate that this objection is based on an inadequate 
analogy and conclude that qualitative experience can not be a mode of presentation of a 
physical referent. I proceed developing an alternative interpretation of Mary’s epistemic 
gap by focusing the attention on the particularities of Jackson’s thought experiment. I 
argue that Mary’s new phenomenal concepts are special in two respects: one 
particularity concerns the concept-acquisition and the other the nature of these concepts. 
Regarding the concept-acquisition, it is shown that one can gain phenomenal concepts 
iff their referents are experienced – which implies an extraordinary intimate relation. 
Regarding the nature of phenomenal concepts an encapsulation relation between these 
concepts and the self-presenting phenomenal properties they pick out is revealed. This 
encapsulation relation can be explained by referring to the special 
acquisition-conditions and figures as an explanatory bridge from an epistemic to an 
ontological claim about the entities involved in the knowledge argument. I conclude that 
Mary’s new concepts differ significantly from any other concept she had before. They 
refer – because of their internal structure – necessarily to properties which are 
characterized by a special way of gaining knowledge about them. Finally, there is 
offered a dualistic account which provides us with convincing reasons for accepting 
Qualia and ascribing them the status of being essential properties of colour. 
 
 
Gaitán Torres, Antonio (Universidad de Granada) 
 
Meta-ethics and meta-rationality 
 
Let us suppose that meta-ethics were facing a sort of impasse. In such scenario, two 
meta-ethical theories (i.e. cognitivism and non-cognitivism) should be able to offer 
contradictory views about the nature of our moral commitments, both of which would 
share a similar, although not identical, degree of fittingness in accommodating our basic 
moral intuitions.  
 



 

In examining the plausibility of this situation, three different responses have been 
suggested: 
 

� i) We might simply accept the reality of the impasse, and embrace some 
sort of methodological scepticism about the overall prospects of 
meta-ethics.  

� ii) We could minimize the strength of the impasse by simply assuming that 
one theory will be, in fact, a more plausible methodological choice all 
things considered – because, let us say, it would avoid some 
undesirable practical consequences.  

� iii) We might well accept the reality of the impasse without committing with 
any variety of scepticism on the prospects of meta-ethics.  

 
This paper will argue for the viability of (iii) by assuming that, as far as claims about 
the reasons we have for certain action are conceptually connected to the type of 
normativity expressed by our moral requirements, we could overcome the impasse 
surrounding meta-ethics by turning our attention onto some second-order issues about 
our judgments of reasons and rationality. In order to evaluate this general position I will 
be focused on a recent argument endorsed by Michael Smith in support of 
meta-rationality.  
 
 
Galinon, Henri  (IHPST, Université Paris-1) 
 
Deflationiam, inferential semantics and the logicality of  « true » 
 
The aim of this paper is to show that the deflationist could take his claim that truth is a 
« thin » property to mean that it is a kind of logical property.  Indeed, his 
methodological commitments to non truth-conditional semantics and his claim about the 
role of truth seem to be in harmony with the classical insights on logicality coming from 
philosophical proof-theory. Philosophers in this latter  tradition (Belnap 1962, 
Dummett 1991, Dosen 1989…) have offered various answers to the following basic 
questions : under which conditions can a set of introduction and /or elimination rules for 
an expression be said to give the meaning of this expression ? What are the conditions 
under which  an expression can be said to be a logical  expression ?  
 
We consider different possible versions of the T-rules as candidates for providing the 
meaning of « true » (rules being restricted or unrestricted to the truth-free language, 
background  language being arithmetical or having quotation devices, underlying logic 
being classical or non- classical, truth-rules being understood as rules of inference or as 
rules of proof), compare different classical sets of criteria for logicality  (as based on 
harmony of the rules and as based on their schematicity ), and investigate the special 
problems and results this T-rules give  rise to in a proof-theoretical semantics spirit. 
 
References :  
 
Belnap (1962) : « Tonk, plonk and plink », Analysis, 22,130-134.  
Dummett, M (1991) : The logical basis of metaphysics, Harvard UP, 1991.  
Dosen, K (1989) : « Logical constants as punctuation marks », Notre Dame Journal of 
formal logic, 30 (2), 362-381. 



 
 

 
 
García Rodríguez, Ángel (Universidad de Murcia) 
 
Autoconocimiento y habilidades cognitivas 
 
La discusión contemporánea del problema del autoconocimiento parte del 
reconocimiento de una asimetría en nuestras prácticas de auto- y alio-adscripción de 
estados mentales típicos. Esta asimetría se explica en términos de dos características 
distintivas de las auto-adscripciones: a saber, inmediatez (ausencia de evidencia) y 
autoridad especial (presunción, corregible, de verdad). 
 
Más allá de este reconocimiento, a veces se argumenta que la misma asimetría implica 
que, a diferencia de las alio-adscripciones, las auto-adscripciones no son genuinos 
estados de conocimiento. Hay dos líneas de argumentación: una, que las 
auto-adscripciones no son aseveraciones, susceptibles de verdad o falsedad, mientras 
que el conocimiento implica verdad; dos, que las auto-adscripciones no implican 
genuinas habilidades cognitivas, mientras que los estados de conocimiento, a diferencia 
de los que son verdaderos sólo por casualidad, implican habilidades. 
 
La concepción constitutiva del autoconocimiento es un buen ejemplo de esta segunda 
línea argumentativa. La idea central es que las auto-adscripciones son aseveraciones 
susceptibles de verdad, cuya autoridad especial radica sencillamente en que las 
auto-adscripciones sinceras determinan los estados de cosas relevantes. De otro modo, 
no se apela a la habilidad para rastrear estados de cosas pre-existentes. 
 
Sin embargo, algunas auto-adscripciones de estados mentales típicos son ejercicios de 
auto-comprensión, entendida como la habilidad, no reductible a otras habilidades 
cognitivas, para encontrar nuevas conexiones entre distintos aspectos de la propia vida 
mental. Por lo tanto, no hay por qué negar que las auto-adscripciones de estados 
mentales son estados de conocimiento. 
 
 
García-Valdecasas, Miguel (University of Navarra) 
 
Do expectations have time span? 
 
Wittgenstein claims that the psychological phenomena called ‘dispositions’ lack 
temporal duration. But if that can be said to be true, it needs to be reconciled it with the 
fact human life is temporally constrained. And we need an account of how time applies 
to dispositions. I undertake this here by examining the concept of expectation, a 
disposition with a clear nexus to a temporal point, namely, the point at which the 
expectation is satisfied. However, it seems that we cannot clearly identify the precise 
beginning of an expectation, and in some cases, its end. If so, reducing expectations to 
neural events or accompanying psychological feelings, as some contemporary 
philosophers tried, is at the very least, a hasty move, because all these are processes 
have a definite temporal course. Only at a higher level, as part of human life, can 
expectation be said to be temporal. 
 
 



 

Giovagnoli, Raffaela (University of Salerno) 
 
The Normative Intersubjective Structure of Autonomy 
 
*** Short abstract not available *** 
 
 
González Varela, José Edgar (University of Sheffield) 
 
Modal quasi-realism and naturalism 
 
I find anti-realism about necessity appealing. In this paper I aim to strengthen the case 
for anti-realism by exploring a way in which to deal with a dilemma which seems to 
affect Simon Blackburn’s quasi-realism, an important anti-realist account of necessity 
(Blackburn, ‘Morals and Modals’). The dilemma is, very roughly: either we achieve a 
naturalistic explanation of our modalizing, and thereby, destroy our modal 
commitments, or we keep our modal commitments but we lack a naturalistic 
explanation of our modalizing. Blackburn thinks that the dilemma is inescapable and 
that, therefore, modalizing is bound to be anti-naturalistic. I will examine here the force 
of this dilemma and I will suggest different ways in which modal quasi-realism can be 
re-naturalized. In doing so I will call attention the ideas developed by Robert Nozick 
(Invariances) about naturalistic explanation and imaginability, for I think these provide 
a valuable setting by means of which to address this problem. 
 
 
González, Rodrigo (Katholieke Universiteit Leuven) 
 
Simulation as verisimilar make-believe  
 
This talk will address Turing’s conception of simulation as deception, and in particular 
whether a game of make-believe, i.e. the imitation game, is sufficient to establish that 
programmed computers are intelligent. The first part will describe how simulation is 
closely related to deception, understood as a process in which judges are induced to 
believe that the programmed computer thinks. The imitation game, which is the kernel 
of the Turing test, purportedly offers statistical evidence for the claim that computers 
are intelligent, but such evidence, although it makes this method appear as a scientific 
experiment, is quite flimsy. After exploring Walton’s notion of make-believe in fiction, 
which will be briefly contrasted with Ryan’s principle of minimal departure, the second 
part will show how simulation in Artificial Intelligence succeeds on condition that 
processes of make-believe exhibit high degrees of verisimilitude. Nonetheless, such 
verisimilitude does not entail the programmed computer has duplicated the property of 
intelligence and therefore, that the computer is intelligent. Then, in the third and final 
part, I will precisely flesh out the crucial difference between successful simulation as 
verisimilar make-believe, an epistemic process, and the duplication of intelligence, a 
metaphysical process. With examples that illustrate the irrelevance of behaviour, I will 
argue that games of make-believe are in principle insufficient to demonstrate that a 
programmed machine is intelligent, and that the mismatch between simulation and 
replication is a predicament which Artificial Intelligence has been in ever since its 
inception, representing a new gap in the Philosophy of Mind. 
 



 
 

 
Hämäläinen, Nora (University of Helsinki) 
 
Moral Particularism and Narrative Fiction  
 
*** Short abstract not available ***  
 
 
Harris Hatziioannou 
 
Stalnaker on the Conceivability Argument 
 
The paper discusses Stalnaker’s interpretation of the two-dimensional framework as 
well as the way in which it is employed in his attempted rebuttal of the conceivability 
argument. Stalnaker’s interpretation is examined mainly in the light of Chalmers’s 
criticisms against it. In particular, Chalmers’s claim that Stalnaker must call upon 
epistemic factors in order to explain the standard Kripkean examples of a posteriori 
necessities, is discussed and validated. However, it is also argued that this point is not 
by itself sufficient to show that Stalnaker needs to admit (in opposition to his 
self-avowed principles), a substantive notion of a priori knowledge as a contributor to 
meaning. The way in which Stalnaker applies the two-dimensional framework in order 
to resolve the conceivability argument is subsequently examined, and, in the spirit of 
Chalmers’s criticism, it is argued that, in his attempt to reconstruct the debate in a fair 
way, Stalnaker is forced to admit into the context set a possible world that is determined 
by the epistemic content that the dualist associates with the term ‘consciousness’. This 
is a development that is unwanted for the materialist, since it forces him to admit the 
metaphysical possibility of worlds where the manifest characteristics of consciousness 
are realized in a non-physical way. It is argued that Stalnaker ends up in this 
unfavourable for materialism position because he construes the contexts that are defined 
by the way the speaker takes the world to be, as metaphysically possible worlds. This 
construal, besides being in the context of the present debate unmotivated, has the 
consequence of rendering Stalnaker’s defence unsatisfactory as an attempt to counter 
the conceivability argument while adhering to his own prior commitments.  
 
 
Haufe, Chris (Virginia Tech) 
 
How Should Evolutionary Theory Constrain A Theory of Psychology? 
 
Evolutionary psychologists have rigorously revived the program of explaining human 
behavior using the models of evolutionary theory.  A combination of first principles and 
empirical premises have been advanced in promotion of the view that natural selection 
can be expected to have shaped human psychology in a variety of predictable 
ways.  We should therefore, it is argued, construct our theories of psychology in such a 
way as to reflect those expectations and avoid formulating theories which either conflict 
with those expectations or which are not straightforwardly compatible with them.   
In this paper I explore the question of whether, or to what degree, evolutionary theory 
should inform or constrain a theory of psychology.  I begin by calling into question 
some of the arguments that have been put forth in defense of the notion that we can 
make reliable inferences from first principles about how human cognitive architecture is 



 

organized.  Consequently, I argue, there is little warrant for the claim that theories of 
psychology need to fit the particular mold outlined by evolutionary psychologists.  I 
devote the remainder of the paper to some suggestions regarding what role evolutionary 
theory ought to play in theory construction in psychology, and to some general 
recommendations regarding the appropriate degree to which the natural sciences ought 
to constrain the social sciences.  
 
 
Henning, Tim (Friedrich-Schiller-Universität Jena) 
 
Global Supervenience and Historical Properties 
 
Many semantic properties are historical, i. e. their instantiation at a time conceptually 
depends on the instantiation of other semantic properties at other times. Basic physical 
features are not historical in this sense. So how can something historical supervene on 
something ahistorical? This question is more difficult than meets the eye, or so I argue. 
 
I start by advocating the metaphysical possibility of historical recombinations of 
worlds. Such recombinations show that somehow, the historical order of events in a 
world is part of what the meanings in that world supervene upon. However, it is tricky 
to make this precise. Popular strategies (e.g. including all of spacetime geometry into 
the set of base properties) are shown to be troublesome. These troubles are symptoms of 
a deeper problem: Purely spatiotemporal relations are not the right kind of difference 
makers. We should not allow every change in the spatiotemporal arrangement of events 
to alter their semantic properties. Only some such changes constitute relevant historical 
changes – but these can only be singled out by reference to further semantic properties. 
 
Thus I propose a “mixed” supervenience claim that might get things right. To put it very 
roughly: Worlds that are semantically alike before a time t and physically alike at t are 
semantically alike at t. This claim picks out those spatiotemporal respects that are 
relevant difference makers. After all, it counts worlds that differ in many spatiotemporal 
respects as alike in all relevant respects as long as this does not interfere with their 
semantic indiscernibility up to t. However, the claim leaves dim prospects for reduction. 

 
 

Hernández Iglesias, Manuel  (Universidad de Murcia) 
 
Las variedades de lo literal 
 
Este trabajo se enmarca en la discusión entre literalistas y contextualistas. La tesis 
literalista afirma que las emisiones tienen un significado literal determinado por las 
convenciones lingüísticas, y que sólo por referencia a él podemos dar sentido a los usos 
no literales. La tesis contextualista afirma que no existe un significado literal 
determinado por las convenciones lingüísticas, porque todo el proceso interpretativo 
involucra esencialmente aspectos contextuales no codificados gramaticalmente. El 
concepto de significado literal aparece de este modo esencialmente vinculado al 
literalismo. 

 
La tesis que se defiende es que el concepto ordimario de literalidad debe entenderse 
como relativo a aplicaciones de procesos interpretativos como la saturación, el 



 
 

enriquecimiento, la atribución de implicaturas, etc.. La definición de “literal” 
relativizada a las aplicaciones de los diferentes procesos interpretativos tiene las 
siguientes virtudes: es coherente con sus usos ordinarios; recoge lo que hay de común 
en dichos usos y es proyectable sobre nuevos posibles casos. 
 
Del este análisis se concluye que: 
 

a) Ningún concepto no relativizado de literal puede tener las virtudes 
mencionadas. 

b) No hay nada defectuoso en la noción ordinaria de literalidad. Al contrario, 
ésta señala aspectos importantes de la interpretación del lenguaje. 

c) Contrariamente a lo que normalmente suponen tanto los literalistas como los 
contextualistas, la distinción literal/no literal de la lingüística popular, aunque 
no es incompatible con la tesis literalista, encaja mejor con la visión 
contextualista del significado y la interpretación. 

 
 

Hernández, Javier (Universidad Carlos III de Madrid) 
 
Terror, historia y creencia: sobre una tercera paradoja del corazón 
 
En su ya clásico Filosofía del terror o paradojas del corazón, Noël Carroll trata de 
resolver dos paradojas asociadas al género de terror: la paradoja de la ficción (¿por qué 
nos aterra aquello en que no creemos?) y la paradoja del terror (¿por qué consumimos 
terror, si estar aterrado es desagradable?). Esta comunicación se centra en una tercera 
paradoja tratada por Carroll de manera tangencial: la paradoja de la historia (¿por qué 
surge un género basado en lo sobrenatural precisamente en el momento histórico en que 
lo sobrenatural está siendo desterrado de las creencias populares?). 

 
La comunicación ahonda en una respuesta a esta pregunta anticipada por Carroll pero 
incompletamente resuelta, lo que provoca ciertos problemas en su definición del género 
de terror, pues ésta deja fuera a autores que son tenidos por clásicos incontestables del 
género (como Poe). La indagación sobre la relación entre las creencias propias de una 
época histórica y diferentes formas de lo sobrenatural en la literatura, permite rescatar la 
distinción Radcliffiana, ignorada por Carroll, entre “terror” y “horror”, y hacer 
suficientemente comprehensiva la definición del género de terror sin mermar sus 
virtudes clasificatorias. 

 
La propia evolución histórica de las creencias en lo sobrenatural conlleva una evolución 
en la experiencia estética del terror, generando diferentes variantes de un mismo 
sentimiento. Carroll reconoce como “historia de terror” a obras capaces de generar una 
sola de esas variantes, y dicho error no le permite resolver correctamente la paradoja de 
la historia, lo cual redunda en una definición incompleta de la experiencia estética del 
terror. Esta comunicación aspira a subsanar ese problema. 
 
 
Heylen, Jan (K.U.Leuven) 
 
The Paradox of Unknowability 
 



 

The subject of my talk is a paradox involving (a variation on) the description term “the 
small-lest natural number of which it is true but unknowable that it is so-and-so”. The 
premise of the paradox says, more or less, that there is a natural number of which it is 
true but unknown that it is so-and-so. The crux of the argument is (a form of) 
self-predication: one may predicate “is a natural number of which it is true but 
unknowable that it is so-and-so” of “the smallest natural number of which it is true but 
unknowable that it so-and-so”. Moreover, it is knowable that the resulting sentence is 
true. This quickly leads to an inconsistency. Since the premise is quite plausible and the 
reasoning is valid, we are dealing here with a genuine paradox. To resolve the paradox I 
will focus mainly but not exclusively on the description term. I want to make three 
points about the description term and the paradox revolving around it. First, the paradox 
does not arise when one analyses descriptions à la Russell as pseudo-terms. Second, one 
can retain description terms but in that case one has to restrict the set of allowable 
description terms to canonical terms. Third, I will compare the paradox and my 
preferred solution strategy to Ackerman’s (1979) puzzle involving de re beliefs about 
numbers and her solution of it. Finally, if time permits, I will discuss some solution 
strategies which do not focus on the description term.  
 
 
Horta, Oscar (de Santiago de Compostela, Spain) 
 
Time and Value  
 
Can the value of some benefit or harm be dependant of time of its occurrence? Those 
who deny this assume the thesis of the temporal neutrality of value: 
 

)N (The magnitude of the value which a certain benefit or harm has for its receptor 
is something in itselfindependent from the time at which it occurs.  

 
This idea seems cogent. However, as Parfit has shown, our attitudes do not match it. 
Firstly, we display a “bias towards the near”: we have higher concerns for experiences 
that are closer in time. On the other hand, as Slote and Kamm have indicated, we also 
have a preference for what comes last (i.e. for inclines over declines).  
 

But there is a deeper way in which temporal neutrality is rejected .We also have a “bias 
towards the future” :future harms and benefits matter to us much more than past ones .

This attitudinal asymmetry seems particularly paradoxical since none of the leading 
theories on metaphysics of time grant the future any sort of ontological priority over the 
past. Presentism and eternalism are temporally neutral. For its part, possibilism actually 
defends an asymmetry towards the past, since it claims that both the past and the 
present, but not the future, exist. peculiar conclusion to draw from here is that we value 
what we tend to consider nonexistent over that which we are inclined to consider 
existent. Besides, even if we accept the thesis of temporal neutrality, it seems hardly 
possible for us to get rid of the aforementioned biases which contradict it. 
 
 
Jaume Rodríguez, Andrés Luis (Universidad de Salamanca) 
 
Teleosemantics Without Adaptationist Assumptions. A New Proposal for an 
Analysis of the Concept of a Biological Function  



 
 

 
I present an outline of a normative and non selectionist theory capable of ascribing 
functional statemts to biological items. This proposal is focused towards a 
teleosemantical theory of mental content. I identificate the main problem for selectionist 
theories of function in the dangerous adaptationist assumptions in which they are based 
and I propose a non selectionist neither adaptationist theory of functions capable of 
keeping normativity. In section (1) I claim the necessity of  a normative concept of 
function. Section (2) is devoted to sketch the main streams of the contemporary 
discussion on functions. On section (3) I open the discussion about adaptationism and I 
show a paradoxical situation of the theory of functions. Neither strong adaptationism 
nor accounts in terms of exadaptations are sufficient good explanations for 
functionality. In consequence we need new accounts for functional traits. Section (4) 
revises in broad outline the proposals of  P.S. Davies. However his previous rejection, I 
think he offers the necessary basis to insert a certain kind of weak normativity in the 
biological realm improving the sistemic accounts. Finally, in section  (5) I essay a 
possibility: considering normative sources without adaptationist assumptions. 
Functional properties are relational ones. Hence, its normativity underlies in the relation 
between organism and environmment plus a condition of stability .To sum up, I propose 
a normative and systemic account of functions without odd outrageous teleological and 
adaptationist assumptions. 
 
 
Keller, Philipp (Université de Genève) 
 
Not quite like Clouds,nor like Splitting Hairs: In Defense of Metaphysical 
Vagueness 
 
Could the world be vague? Could at least some vagueness be neither epistemic nor 
linguistic, but genuinely metaphysical? Many have thought this absurd. In my talk, I 
would like to defend the coherence of metaphysical vagueness in three parts: I first 
characterise vagueness as a subkind of a more general phenomenon, the 
determinate-determinable pattern of exemplification determination. I then argue for the 
conceivability of non-wellfounded determination, i.e. the gunkiness of property space in 
the absence of lowest determinates. Finally, I argue that infinite descending 
determination chains give us a plausible model for metaphysical vagueness if combined 
with plausible ontological assumptions.  
 
 
Kelly, James (Trinity College, Dublin) 
 
De Which Re is a Modality De? 
 
The question addressed here is: to what does modal status attach? What are the bearers 
of necessity, possibility and the rest? In answering this I offer a picture of the 
interaction of individuals and properties (or relations), i.e. a (partial) theory of facts. I 
argue that facts consist in individuals participating in the relation of exemplification 
with properties or relations, and that modality attaches to such participation. If 
individual a must have the property F, a necessarily participates in the exemplification 
relation with F. If it is possible for a and b to be R-related, then a and b possibly 
participate in the exemplification relation with R. Moreover, the exemplification 



 

relation is only participated in in one or other of the various modes: necessarily, 
contingently, possibly or impossibly. This means that all facts are modal, that there are 
no non-modal facts. The theory is primitivist insofar as the modality attaching to an 
individual’s participation in the exemplification relation is not grounded in any more 
basic feature of reality. Taking this with the claim that there are no non-modal facts, the 
central contention of the paper amounts to the idea that modality irreducibly pervades 
reality. A cursory presentation of my views on the relationship between modality and 
essence is also given. 
 
 
Kelly, Jeremy J. (University of South Florida) 
 
The Eliminatiton of Correspondence: a re-examination of the Strawson-Austin 
debate 
 
I argue that Austin’s early view on truth is deficient in a way that Strawson’s view is not 
and that the semantic categories with which we approach the truth-predicate are 
inadequate for an analysis of the concept of truth. To support this claim I show that the 
defects in Austin’s view are a consequence of failing to make a distinction between two 
concepts of truth. Austin claims that though we often refer to a given state of affairs in 
predicating ‘is true’ to a given sentence, an act of referring yields yet another sentence, 
which as asserted, receives a truth-value on grounds distinct from those by which we 
suppose the initial assertion to be true. While Austin’s view may be correct on this 
score, it can only be correct if we first observe the above distinction with respect to the 
concept of truth. On these grounds, I propose an amendment to Austin’s view that also 
incorporates Strawson’s deflationary insights. 
 
 
Kübler, Stefan (Tübingen) 
 
Personal Identity - Identity of Forms? 
 
I propose to examine and try to support the position that individual forms are the entities 
persons are counted by. The identity and persistence conditions of a person are 
dependent on its form, and thus persons could in principle be multiply instantiated and 
be at the same time no more than one - just as e.g. a film shown on various screens is 
one and the same film in multiple performances. The screens, of course, are numerically 
different. I take it that persons are rather like the film than the screens. Such a view 
might provide us with a strategy to interpret counterfactual identities; and seems, if 
successful, to help solving the notorious paradox of fission cases. The position is, in 
effect, a variant of holding that indiscernibles are identical. 
 
Take the dispute between Shoemaker and Wiggins (2004) as a recent good example for 
the tenacity of the long unresolved puzzle around fission and identity: Wiggins gets the 
better of Shoemaker in pointing out that all efforts to try a qualitative specification of 
identity seem to lead either to acceptance of multiple instantiation of one and the same 
thing or a merely ad hoc exclusion of it. But Shoemaker brings another decisive point 
home: ultimately, a non-qualitative conception of identity will be unintelligible and gets 
us nowhere. In desperation, a fusion of both consequences is what I try: swallow 
numerical identity of persons as matter of quality together with multiple instantiation of 



 
 

identicals. 
 
 
Lafont, Cristina (Northwestern University) 
 
Religion in the Public Sphere. What are the Deliberative Obligations of 
Democratic Citizenship? 
 
In this paper I analyze Habermas's conception of the role of religion in the public sphere 
as articulated in his recent book Zwischen Naturalismus und Religion. Habermas agrees 
with the liberal conception defended by authors such as Rawls and Audi in claiming 
that legislative decisions can only be legitimate if they are supported by non-religious 
reasons that all citizens can reasonably  accept. However, he disagrees with the liberal 
conception regarding the proper limits of the public use of reason. According to 
Habermas, the obligation to offer non-religious reasons in support of legislative 
decisions applies only to officials, whereas citizens in the informal public sphere have 
the right to offer exclusively religious reasons whenever they cannot find secular 
translations for them. As a consequence, secular citizens have the obligation to take 
religious views seriously and thus should not adopt a secularist attitude that denies from 
the outset any  possible cognitive substance to religious views. I analyze the 
problematic consequences of this conception for a deliberative understanding of the 
public sphere and offer an alternative view of the proper deliberative obligations that 
result from the inclusion of religious views in the informal public sphere for both 
religious and secular citizens. 
 
 
Lando, Giorgio (University of Eastern Piedmont “Amedeo Avogadro”, Vercelli) 
 
Assertion and Affirmation in the Early Wittgenstein 
 
To all appearances, the notion of assertion plays no role in the Tractatus 
Logico-Philosophicus. The aim of my talk is to show that this appearance is misleading. 
Although Wittgenstein rejects Frege and Russell’s assertion sign, he does not reject the 
correspondent notion. We propose to recognize the presence and the importance in the 
TLP and its preparatory writings of a notion keenly similar to Fregean and Russellian 
logical assertion. We shall call this notion “affirmation.” The preparatory writings and 
the TLP present different theories about the affirmation. Some remarks in Notebooks 
1914 – 1916 consider the affirmation as a peculiar logical operation, such that its result 
is always equal to its basis. This solution appears to be incompatible both with the TLP 
logical operations theory and with the Tractarian picture theory of propositions. 
Consistently, Wittgenstein gave a new theoretical placement to affirmation: the feature 
of affirmation is in the TLP intrinsic to the proposition itself, and is strictly connected to 
the fact that propositions – at least in the atomic case – are pictures. In this context, the 
correct understanding of the Tractarian notion of affirmation, often disregarded in the 
exegetical literature, proves critical in order to confront another issue about the TLP: the 
only partial similarity between the theory of pictures and the theory of propositions.  
 
 
Leonardi, Paolo (Università di Bologna) 
 



 

Meaning and Pictures 
 
*** Short abstract not available *** 
 
 
Liz, Manuel (Univ. de La Laguna) 
 
El mundo y nuestras actitudes  
Razones sin inferencias, referencias demostrativas sin conceptos * 
 
1. El conceptualismo mantendría la tesis de que toda nuestra vida mental, incluso las 
experiencias perceptivas más simples, depende de nuestros conceptos. Normalmente se 
requiere que los conceptos estén inferencialmente articulados, y la articulación 
inferencial de un concepto requeriría la satisfacción de cierta condición de generalidad. 
Pero aunque se admitan conceptos sin articulación inferencial, poseer un concepto 
requeriría la satisfacción de otra mínima condición de re-identificación. 
 
2. El objetivo de mi trabajo es argumentar que el campo de la racionalidad acotada y el 
fenómeno de la atención selectiva nos muestran importantes casos psicológicos donde 
podemos encontrar razones prácticas, razones para actuar, sin la capacidad de llevar a 
cabo ninguna inferencia relevante. Estas razones prácticas estarían situadas en un nivel 
“personal”, serían conscientes, tendrían fuerza agentiva, valor normativo, etc., sin 
mostrar la articulación inferencial reflexiva y libre de contexto que debería seguirse de 
una satisfacción de la condición de generalidad. Serían razones contextualmente 
acotadas. 
 
3. El fenómeno de la atención selectiva serviría también para mostrar la posibilidad de 
tener referencias demostrativas muy básicas respecto a elementos perceptivos 
particulares sin ninguna clara posesión de conceptos, ni siquiera de conceptos 
demostrativos. Esas referencias demostrativas no serían capaces de satisfacer la 
condición de re-identificación y, de esa forma, podríamos hablar aquí de referencia 
demostrativa sin conceptos de ninguna clase. 
 
4. Después de mostrar la existencia de esos casos especiales de razones prácticas sin 
inferencias y de referencias demostrativas sin conceptos, quedaría pendiente determinar 
en qué medida esos fenómenos podrían afectar al conjunto de nuestra vida mental. 
Argumentaré que si asumimos que 1) creer es algo parecido a llevar a cabo una cierta 
clase de acción y que 2) tales referencias demostrativas básicas tienen un papel 
imprescindible en nuestro conocimiento, entonces los anteriores resultados tendrían 
importantes implicaciones. Habría razones sin inferencias no sólo para actuar, sino 
también para creer. Y las referencias demostrativas sin conceptos serían un componente 
ineliminable de todo nuestro conocimiento. 
 
_________________________________ 
 
* Este trabajo es parte del Proyecto de Investigación HUM2005-03848, financiado por 
el Ministerio de Educación y Ciencia (España). 
 
 
López-Moratalla, Natalia (University of Navarra) & Cerezo, María (University of 



 
 

Navarra) 
 
The Self-Construction of a Living Organism 
 
We propose a model for the self-construction of a living organism which is meant, on 
the one hand, to take into serious consideration recent developments in the field of 
genetics in twentieth century and, on the other hand, to account for certain dimensions 
(identity and individuality) of living organisms, and consequently to account for certain 
phenomena (monozygotic twinning).  
 
Some of the theses that we will develop in the paper are the following: 
 
� 1) Two levels of information must be recognized. First, the sequence of the 

nucleotides in DNA is at the first level: it is the informative matter, it is inherited 
and serves as the base for the biological identity of the organism. 

� 2) The first level of information is a necessary but not sufficient condition for the 
construction of the organism. The construction takes place by means of the 
translation of the first-level information and the consequent expression of genes. 
This in turn requires a second level of information (the epigenetic information) 
which provides the spatio-temporally ordered sequence in which the expression of 
genes takes place: this is the genetic program, it is not completely inherited and it is 
the basis for the individuality of the organism.  

� 3) The second level of information varies along the construction of the organism: 
the process itself of construction extends the epigenetic information.  

� 4) Some environmental intrinsic factors interact in the development of the genetic 
program (for example, the level of calcium in the oocyte in fecundation might be 
related to the origin of monozygotic twins). 

 
 
Macià, Josep (LOGOS / Universitat de Barcelona) 
 
On some  non-Davidsonian theories of meaning 
 
This talk seeks to contribute to clarify the nature of semantic theories and their 
relationship with meaning.   
 
Horwich (1998) and (2001) present a deflationary theory of meaning that the author 
regards as offering an alternative to the to the “Davidsonian truth-theoretic perspective”. 
Parsons(2004) attempts to provide a semantics for (a fragment of) natural language 
based on Fregean postulates but which does not appeal  to a  infinite hierarchy of 
indirect senses and references.  Parsons’ theory of meaning is in some relevant respects 
alike Horwich’s (in some other respects the two theories are very different). Both 
Horwich’s and Parson’s theories have names in the meta-language for the meanings of 
the (simple) expressions in the object language. Both theories attempt to go beyond 
simply ascribing truth conditions to the sentences of the object language and attempt to 
ascribe meanings to the different expressions of the object language that they study. I 
will argue that both theories fail and, in part, for similar reasons. I will argue that, 
among other difficulties and contrary to what their proponents claim, these theories are 
not compositional. I will end with some general remarks on the status of 
truth-conditional theories in the study of the semantics of natural language.  



 

 
 
Maes, Hans (University of Kent) 
 
Challenging Partial Intentionalism 
 
Paisley Livingston claims that an artist’s intentions are successfully realized and hence 
determinate of the meaning of a work if and only if they are compatible and “mesh” 
with the linguistic and conventional meanings of the text or artefact taken in its target or 
intended context. I argue that this specific standard of success is not without its 
difficulties. First, I show how an artist’s intention can sometimes be constitutive of a 
work’s meaning even if there is no significant meshing between the artist’s intention 
and his work. Second, I argue against the claim that the artist’s intentions need to be 
compatible with the linguistic and conventional meanings of a text. Third, I discuss a 
case that creates a particular puzzle for Livingston since the  intentions of the artist 
concerned are clearly not successfully realized, though they are compatible and mesh 
with all the relevant data. I conclude my paper by suggesting a solution to this puzzle. 
 
 
Marques, Teresa (Centro de Filosofia da Universidade de Lisboa and LOGOS, 
University of Barcelona) 
 
The square of opposition and the paradoxes 
 
Can an appeal to the difference between contrary and contradictory 
statements, generated by a non-uniform behaviour of negation, deal adequately with 
paradoxical cases like the sorites or the liar? Some linguistic evidence supports the idea 
that sentences like ‘John is lucky’/ ‘John is unlucky’ can be both false, but can’t be both 
true. The sentences are contrary statements, not contradictory. If this distinction exists 
in cases that generate paradoxes, perhaps it can be appealed to disentangle them. A 
positive answer to the question above would proceed by stressing out that paradoxes 
arise because we take contrary statements to be contradictory statements. Whereas it is 
puzzling that two contradictory statements can be untrue, it is not at all puzzling that 
two contrary statements are untrue. This paper answers negatively the question above. 
This is done by considering alternative ways of trying to construe and justify in a useful 
way (in this context) the distinction between contraries and contradictories by appealing 
to the behaviour of negation only. There are mainly two ways to try to do so: i) by 
considering differences in the scope of negation, ii) by considering the possibility that 
negation is semantically ambiguous. Both alternatives are shown to be inapt to handle 
the problematic cases. In each case, it is shown that the available alternatives of 
motivating or grounding the distinction, in a way useful to deal with the paradoxes, are 
either inapplicable, or produce new versions of the paradoxes, or both. 
 
 
Márquez Sosa, Carlos Mario (Universidad Nacional de Colombia) 
 
Objeciones a la teoría causal-asimétrica de Fodor 
 
El objetivo de esta ponencia es desarrollar algunas objeciones al proyecto de Fodor de 
naturalización del contenido. En primer lugar, presento los principios básicos de este 



 
 

proyecto: el principio de causación fiable y el principio de dependencia asimétrica. En 
esta exposición explico cómo por medio estos principios se pretende reducir la noción 
de representación a la noción de información dando a la vez cuenta del problema de la 
representación errónea, el problema de la disyunción y el problema de la robustez 
semántica. En segundo lugar, presento algunos casos que cuestionan la idea de que la 
dependencia es realmente asimétrica en el sentido requerido por la teoría de Fodor. Para 
salvar estos casos, Fodor requiere de un criterio que le permita excluir estos como casos 
en que los contrafácticos no serían considerados como verdaderos. A continuación, 
señalo que éste criterio es esencialmente normativo. La pregunta entonces es si Fodor 
puede acomodar la normatividad dentro de su concepción de lo natural. Finalmente, 
presento un caso particular de representación: el caso de la percepción de objetos. Con 
base en este caso, argumento a favor de la idea de que el estado perceptual porta 
información de manera primaria acerca de una clase superior de estímulos proximales y 
de manera secundaria acerca del objeto distal; la conclusión de este argumento es que 
los mecanismos que median entre el estado perceptual y el objeto son también 
constitutivos del contenido de la percepción. Finalmente, a partir de esta conclusión 
señalo algunas objeciones a la teoría de Fodor. 
 
 
Martínez Fernández, José (Logos - Universitat de Barcelona) 

 
The logic of ontologic confusion: a criticism of Camp's theory 
 
Ontologic confusion can be roughly characterized as the mistake made by people when 
they think that one thing is another. Joseph Camp, in Confusion: a study in the theory of 
knowledge (Harvard U. P., 2002), claims that confusion is not a rationality error: despite 
their confusion, people can reason logically and can make reasonable assessments of the 
weight of evidence. Hence any theory of confusion should satisfy a principle of 
inferential charity: the sentences of a confused person must be interpreted in a way that 
maximizes the validity of her arguments. Camp argues that if we want to satisfy this 
principle, the semantic values we give to the sentences cannot be classical truth values, 
but epistemic ones. Supposing his reasons are correct, I would like to concentrate my 
criticisms on the justification he gives of the specific logic for confusion he 
recommends. 
 
Suppose a confused person says “a is F”, when a is a name that confuses objects A and 
B. The semantic value of this sentence is determined by considering two experts, 
Expert-A and Expert-B, and asking them 'Is A F?' and 'Is B F?', respectively. After a 
careful investigation, each expert can answer: 'yes', 'no' and 'I don’t know'. Then they 
deliver a common answer, that will be the semantic value of “a is F”: some of us say 
'yes' (Y), some of us say 'no' (N), we don't know (?), some of us say 'yes' and others say 
'no' (B). The semantic values Y and B are indicators of profitability and the values N and 
B are indicators of costliness for the confused person. One delicate point is how to go 
from the value given by each expert to the joint value that they assign to the sentence. 
According to Camp, if Expert-A gives the answer 'yes' and Expert-B answers 'I don't 
know', then the value of “a is F” should be Y. Although this reduction can be justified 
in other interpretations of epistemic logic, I think this step is unjustified with Camp's 
interpretation of the values, since if Expert-B answers 'I don't know', sentence “B is F” 
could be false, and then acting according to “a is F” would be costly for the confused 
person. If we reject this reduction, then a different logic than the one finally proposed 



 

by Camp (Belnap's four-valued logic) is supported by his reasoning. (Another source of 
dispute that will be explored is the dependence of the end logic on the appropiate logic 
for each single expert). 
 
A different type of criticism that will be rehearsed is that, even supposing Camp's 
justification of Belnap's logic to be correct, still the principle of inferential charity 
would not be satisfied, since Camp imposes a specific logic to reason in the presence of 
confusion, even when the confused people can be supposed to be reasoning with a 
different logic. 
 
 
McCullagh, Mark (University of Guelph, Guelph, Canada) 
 
The Mates cases and the generality constraint 
 
Several different conclusions have been drawn from the examples that Benson Mates 
presented in 1950 originally as counterexamples to Carnap’s claim that 
intersubstitutability in attitude-ascriptive contexts corresponds to “intensional 
isomorphism.”  These conclusions have had to do with synonymy; I argue that even if 
there is no such relation as synonymy, the examples support an important conclusion 
about concept-possession. They show that the conditions for using a concept in a belief 
ascription are weaker than the conditions for using a concept to express a 
(non-ascriptive) belief of one’s own. Thus a certain uniformity to the attitudes fails to 
obtain:  it is not the case that if you can have some thoughts whose contents involve 
some particular set of concepts, then you can have any thought whose content involves 
only concepts from that set (merely by combining those concepts differently).  This 
failure to obey what Evans called “the Generality Constraint” points to a larger 
consequence.  Many philosophers have thought that we can give an account of a given 
concept by giving an account of what it takes to be in a mental state with that concept as 
a component.  But the Mates cases show that such accounts will specify different 
conditions for different types of mental states, so there is no set of conditions that can be 
said to capture concept-possession overall. 
 
 
Medina, Luis Carlos (Universidad del País Vasco / Euskal Herriko Unibertsitatea) 
 
The Paradox of Division Everywhere: a Continuous Line Obtained By an Infinite 
Process of Division. 
 
This paper deals with the Paradox of Division Everywhere, one of the paradoxes 
traditionally attributed to Zeno of Elea. It is presented, as a result, an argument that 
shows that, in the Euclidean, dense and continuous unidimensional space, a continuous 
segment of line subjected to a process of a countable infinite division is able to end up 
in another continuous segment. This result is relevant to the philosophy of space since it 
clarifies the concept of geometrical continuity and highlights the contraintuition 
produced by thinking of graphical continuity when dealing with geometrical continuity. 
The paper is divided into three sections. In the first one, I introduce the paradox, 
presenting the traditional contradiction and explaining how it may be interpreted in 
different ways. In the second section, I specify that my analysis approaches exclusively 
the process that consists of a countable infinite number of divisions, and that each of 



 
 

these divisions is to be understood as the insertion of a void gap between the middle of a 
continuous segment. Then, as the result of the analysis made to the infinite process, I 
obtain a function that maps the initial position of every point of the original segment to 
the position that every point occupies when the infinite process is completed. In the 
third section, I show that there is an inverse function of that function. I conclude, 
considering the domains of both functions, that the object we obtain from the infinite 
division is a continuous segment of line. 
 
 
Melchior, Guido (Universität Graz, Austria) 
 
One illusion of enlightenment: On the premises and limits of successful 
argumentation  
 
I will investigate argumentations between two persons. Argumentation is normally 
regarded as a rational method to convince persons of justified theories. By 
“enlightenment” I do not mean a specific historical period but the process of becoming 
rational that means the process of gaining justified beliefs. A positive and common view 
about argumentation is that it is one method of enlightenment and that persons can 
become rational through argumentation if they are only willing. I will show that this 
view about argumentation is too idealistic and has to be refused. Rational argumentation 
works only under specific premises and, hence, possibilities of argumentation are 
limited, even for willing persons. Enlightenment through argumentation alone is an 
illusion. 
 
In order to argue for these theses, I will distinguish between the objective aspects of 
argumentation and its subjective aspects, i.e. between facts about argumentation and 
beliefs about it. On the basis of this distinction, I will formulate the two main theses of 
this paper:  
 
1. I will firstly show that the behaviour of persons in argumentation situations is 

determined by their beliefs about the rationality of arguments and not by the 
actual rationality of the arguments.  

 
2. I will secondly show that, therefore, the possibilities of rational argumentation 

are limited and that the idea of enlightenment through argumentation alone is an 
illusion.  

 
The plausibility of these theses will be illustrated through examples.  
 
 
Morganti, Matteo (Institut d’Histoire et de Philosophie des Sciences et des Techniques 
– Paris) 
 
An Ontological Explanation of Quantum Statistics with Individual 
Particles 
 
Those who aim to defend the idea that quantum particles are individuals must cope with 
the difficulty represented by the ‘non-classicality’ of quantum statistics, which excludes 
the possibility of non-symmetric states - such as ‘particle 1 spin up and particle 2 spin 



 

down’. This is readily explained if one assumes that in the quantum case the statistics 
describes systems of non-individuals. By contrast, it seems that all one who believes in 
the individuality of particles can say is that non-symmetric states are inaccessible to 
particles and this is just a basic fact of nature. However, this appears ad hoc, and gives 
rise to a problem with so-called ‘surplus structure’. 
 
This paper suggests an ontological interpretation of quantum systems able to provide an 
explanation for the state-accessibility restrictions from an individuality-based 
perspective. The idea is that, for all many-particle systems and state-dependent 
properties, emergent relations are exemplified that are independent of the identities of 
the related particles. The peculiar statistical behaviour is thus due to the nature of the 
relevant quantum properties as non-supervenient, not of quantum entities as 
non-individuals possessing (more or less) traditional properties. 
 
The endorsement of the suggested perspective requires one to understand entangled 
systems along the lines of ‘property holism’, and generalize the latter to all 
many-particle systems. 
 
Possible objections are considered, with an emphasis on a needed modification of the 
eigenstate-eigenvalue link. 
 
 
Moya, Carlos J. (Universitat de València) 
 
Racionalidad, sentido común y escepticismo 
 
Defenderé una tesis antiescéptica modesta, a saber, que resulta más racional considerar 
conocimiento muchas de nuestras creencias espontáneas sobre el mundo que negarles 
ese carácter, como hace el escéptico. 
 
El argumento escéptico: 
 
 E: 

1) No sé que no soy un CEC. 
2) Si no sé que no soy un CEC, no sé que tengo manos. Luego, 
3) No sé que tengo manos. 
 

El argumento mooreano: 
 
 M: 
 1) Sé que tengo manos. 
 2) Si sé que tengo manos, sé que no soy un CEC. Luego, 
 3) Sé que no soy un CEC. 

 
Eliminemos ahora los operadores epistémicos (“sé que…”). En el caso de M, 
tendríamos: 
 
 M’: 
 1. Tengo manos. 
 2. Si tengo manos, no soy un CEC. Luego 



 
 

 3. No soy un CEC. 
 
En el caso de E, una sugerencia podría ser “Es posible que sea un CEC”: 
 
 E’: 
 1. Es posible que sea un CEC. 
 2. Si es posible que sea un CEC, es posible que no tenga manos. Luego 
 3. Es posible que no tenga manos. 
 
Como mooreano, puedo ofrecer, como apoyo para M1, el hecho que enuncia M’1, a 
saber, que tengo manos. Como escéptico, en cambio, dispongo únicamente, a favor de 
E1, de una mera hipótesis o conjetura, E’1. M es superior a E. Recordemos que 
solamente pretendíamos sostener que la vía mooreana es más racional que la escéptica. 
Y para ello, basta con que tener manos sea lo que, en nuestra vida cotidiana, llamamos 
un hecho y que la historia de los cerebros en una cubeta sea lo que llamamos una mera 
conjetura. 
 
 
Moyal-Sharrock, Danièle (Birkbeck College, University of London) 
 
Wittgenstein's Contribution to the Memory Debate 
 
The notion of memory as a single faculty of the mind has given way to a multiple 
systems approach with varying classifications, the broadest being that between 
declarative memory (of facts and events) and procedural memory (of cognitive or 
motor skills). However, neuropsychologists and neurobiologists alike still find memory 
difficult to define, and I suggest this is largely due to a conceptual overlap of memory 
with knowledge. Declarative memory is defined as a 'knowing that' (and often used 
synonymously with knowledge), and procedural memory is conflated with 'know-how'. 
It is with procedural memory that our usual notion of memory begins to be stretched: 
"If you get up from your chair to leave the room, do you 'remember' how to walk? 
When you reach down to tie your shoelaces, do you have to remember how? … Using 
the word 'remember' seems strange in these contexts" (Roediger 1999, 39). This blurring 
of the boundaries subsists across most of the classifications of memory, including 
autobiographical and semantic memory. I will argue that in his exclusion of a necessary 
mnemonic process prefacing our use of words: "When I talk about this table, – am I 
remembering that this object is called a 'table'" (PI 601) – and more generally, in his 
regarding memory as superfluous in most explanations of our basic beliefs and actions, 
Wittgenstein gives us a key to the demarcation of memory from knowledge, and 
therefore to a reconceptualisation of memory.  
 
 
Mras, Gabriele M. (Institute for Education and Philosophy, Vienna University of 
Economy /  Department of Philosophy, University of Vienna, Austria 
 
On the Conditions of Ascribing Truth Values to Moral Judgments: 
Non-cognitivism in the Philosophy of the Vienna Circle 
 
Why are philosophers nowadays so reluctant to ascribe truth values to moral 
judgements? In the heyday of Logical Empiricism the reasons for this were obvious. 



 

Philosophers then argued against the possibility of moral claims being true or false for 
reasons that had to do with the idea of what could verify moral claims. As a 
consequence the philosophers of the Vienna Circle drew limits to what could be 
achieved by any philosophical account of our moral practice. If sentences using moral 
terms say nothing, then accounting for the actual function of such sentences, whatever it 
might be, cannot serve to evaluate our moral practice as good or right.  
 
I want to show that recent accounts of non-cognitivism do not take these considerations 
seriously enough. One the one hand it is thus thought that we only talk as if things had 
moral values as properties. On the other hand most of non-cognitivistic theories seek to 
ground this practice of talking in some use which it has for society or even the species 
of human beings.  This leads to the following dilemma: Either it is believed that the 
‘projection’ of feelings onto things as their properties is a useful illusion; then a 
non-cognitivist would occupy precisely the position he/she argues against, since he/she 
would defend the view that moral sentences that allegedly do not express something 
true or false are used for something that can truly be judged to be good, namely the 
functioning of society. Or it is held that what moral claims make a contribution to, be 
not evaluated at all; accounting for our moral practice then would not have anything to 
do with judging any kind of behaviour to be good or bad. Since this consequence a 
non-cognitivist hardly century would want to defend, the denial of moral claims having 
truth values suffers from inconsistencies.  
 
  
Nida-Rümelin (University of Fribourg) 
 
Arguments from Transparency 
 
Reductive representationalists with respect to phenomenal kinds of experiences often 
claim that their view is supported by the phenomenology of our perceptual experiences 
which reveals that our perceptual experience is ‘transparent’ (in a sense to be 
explained). The so-called claim of transparency turns out to contain a number of 
different elements. In the talk I will (a) explicate several different ‘transparency’ theses 
that can and must be distinguished, (b) propose a number of different version of the 
argument representationalists might have in mind when the say that transparency 
supports representationalism, I will (c) defend the view that none of these arguments is 
successful and I will (d) propose an error theory: an explanation for the fact that it might 
appear as if representationalism was supported by the phenomenological claim of 
transparency. It will be argued that crucial premises in the different versions of the 
argument of transparency appear correct if it is assumed that the philosophical opponent 
(who denies the thesis of reductive representationalism and endorses the view that 
phenomenal properties are intrinsic properties of experiences) has to accept a 
‘perceptual model’ of phenomenal awareness and of ‘introspection’.  I will argue that 
at least some plausible versions of the reasoning behind the claim that transparency 
supports representationalism loose their intuitive appeal once this presupposition is 
seriously abandoned. The discussion of transparency and its relation to 
representationalism will lead to a number of phenomenological observations that may 
be of some independent interest and may help to gain a better understanding of the 
nature of phenomenal awareness. A puzzling and central issue in this context that will 
be discussed at some length is (a) the relation between being aware of the property an 
object appears to have in a given experience (e.g. its color) and being aware of being in 



 
 

a particular phenomenal state (e.g. the state of seeing the object in a particular color) 
and (b) the relation between attending to the property an object appears to have and 
attending to the phenomenal character of the experience.   
 
 
Ojeda Arceo,.Tamara (Universidad de La Laguna) 
 
Emoción, autoconciencia y neurociencia. 
 
The aim of this paper consists on showing that self-awareness requires of emotion 
because this is the decisive element of its construction and development. This sense, we 
understand that self-consciousness essentially is intersubjective, so it consists of 
dynamic interrelations between me and others, that is to say, it is a conceptual and 
reflexive capacity that implies the development of more basic capacities to recognize 
the others. Among these primitive capacities, we highlight the empathy, as the capacity 
that allows an exchange of information and affects in the intersubjective experience. 
Affects, conceived this way, influence in the whole aspects of organism, but mainly, in 
the subjective experience together with the valences of pleasure and displeasure. 
Therefore, in the interrelation me-others is transmitted the subject’s valuation, together 
with the objective information.  
 
On the other hand, recent advances in neuroscience show that human infants, at birth, 
possess a capacity for the interrelation that allows them to recognize certain similarities 
in others. This capacity, in its turn, facilitates the facial imitation and the emotional 
contagion, which are the abilities that underlie to the development of more sophisticated 
capacities. These capacities are previous to self-awareness and, therefore, they must be 
operative from birth, rather than having to wait upon the infants’ acquisition and 
development of a visual image of themselves. These psychological abilities find their 
explanation in the neuroscientist hypothesis of “mirror neurons” system. Rizzolatti, 
Gallese and their colleagues have discovered the existence of a kind of neurons, which 
allows to make own the actions, sensations and emotions of the others. This way, mirror 
neurons don't only constitute an imitation system, but the neuronal basis of the empathy 
capacity and, with her, of intersubjective abilities like self-awareness.  
 
 
Ornelas, Jorge (Instituto de Investigaciones Filosóficas (UNAM)) 
 
Escepticismo vs. Externismo: un desafío externista al externismo 
 
Este trabajo intenta contravenir uno de los nuevos lugares comunes en la epistemología 
según el cual, las teorías externistas de la justificación (el confiabilismo de Goldman en 
particular) constituyen un nuevo intento –exitoso, esta vez– por refutar el tradicional 
desafío escéptico.  
 
Para ello intento mostrar dos cosas: en primer lugar, que la estrategia externista en 
contra de las posiciones internistas –apelar a  situaciones contrafácticas para establecer 
que la justificación no superviene de estados internos o psicológicos–, es un arma de 
doble filo en tanto que también socava la posición externista, como lo muestra el caso 
del “nuevo demonio cartesiano” que establece que la justificación no superviene de la 
confiabilidad de los procesos productores de creencias. Este resultado por sí mismo, de 



 

ser verdadero, debería ser suficiente para mostrar que el confiabilismo externista está a 
merced del escepticismo, pues ya no es posible apelar a la confiabilidad para distinguir 
entre aquellos casos en los que tenemos una creencia justificada de los que no. Pero 
además, y en segundo lugar, intento mostrar que los intentos confiabilistas por terminar 
con el desafío escéptico incurren en petición de principio. Con lo que el aparente 
atractivo antiescéptico del confiabilismo se desvanece.  
 
A lo largo del texto se intenta enfatizar que gran parte de las debilidades que el 
externismo padece frente al escepticismo son debidas a que éste puede ser visto como 
un desafío externista en el sentido de que impone condiciones “externas” al 
conocimiento que ni siquiera las posiciones externistas son capaces de satisfacer. 
 
 
Orsi, Francesco (Scuola Normale Superiore, Pisa) 
 
Value and Reasons: an Argument for Non-identity 
 
Buck-passing analyses of value claim not only necessary coinstantation but identity 
between evaluative properties such as being intrinsically valuable (V) and deontic 
properties such as the property of having properties that provide reason to respond to it 
in a certain way (R). My aim is to show a prima facie difficulty of such analyses based 
on the fact that these properties have a relevantly different supervenience base. Deontic 
properties are relations that hold, inter alia, in virtue of the nature of the response 
specified, whereas evaluative properties don’t seem to be dependent on such a 
specification, in addition to a specification of the properties that make something 
valuable. This is a reason why these properties cannot be identical. Two objections are 
then rebutted: 1) R is not a paradigmatic kind of relation that supervenes on the 
properties of both its relata. Since a fact F may provide a reason to respond in way W 
also (if not particularly) when W does not occur, then R cannot supervene on W, 
because nothing can supervene on what is not the case, or does not actually occur. 2) R 
is not a relation. R is a complex monadic property of a fact F about an X that it 
[provides a reason to have a pro-attitude towards X]. If so, R supervenes on F but not 
also on the nature of what F provides a reason for.  
 
 
Ortiz-Millán, Gustavo (Instituto de Investigaciones Filosóficas, UNAM) 
 
Emotions as value judgments? 
 
According to some people, an emotion is a response to the perceived inherent value of 
its object. In this paper, I criticize the view that emotions are judgments of value, if they 
are seen as some kind of cognitive states that allow us to discover values and reasons. 
Our value judgments may be either true or false, just like beliefs. In its turn, if emotions 
are judgments of value, they would be cognitive states that would also allow us to 
discover values and reasons and they have truth-values. 
 
First, I state what the relationship of values and emotions under this theory is, then I 
analyze the idea that value judgments are cognitive states. I distinguish three senses of 
the term “cognition”: (1) the first one involves the findings of cognitive science. (2) By 
“cognitive theories” we can understand the program in which emotional phenomena 



 
 

may be dealt in terms of “propositional attitudes”. (3) “Cognitive” refers to knowledge, 
and in this sense belief is the paradigmatic cognitive state. Thus, emotions are forms of 
beliefs about the world and are able to be true or false and to provide us with 
knowledge. I focus on this last view for my criticism. 
 
Relying on some of the traditional lines of criticism already made to cognitivism, I 
develop two independent lines: what I call the “motivation problem”, the idea that it is 
hard to explain the motivational character of emotions if they are understood as mere 
beliefs. For this, I rely on the notion of direction of fit. Finally, I contrast cases of 
conflicting beliefs with cases of mixed feelings, to show that they behave in different 
ways. Cognitive/evaluative views have troubles accounting for cases of conflicting 
emotions, especially in cases where there are emotion-belief conflicts. 
 
 
Panizza, Chiara (University of Barcelona and LOGOS) 
 
Storytelling and fictional characters 
 
Nowadays, a growing number of philosophers are realist about fictional characters.  
 
Realist about fictional characters argue that postulating fictional characters, understood 
as abstract existing entities of our world, provides the most straightforward explanation 
of our literary practices together with a uniform account of discourse and thought about 
fiction.  
 
I endorse a realist approach to fictional characters but argue, mainly against Nathan 
Salmon’s view (1998), that postulating abstract entities as the referents of fictional 
names in all occurrences does not give plausible predictions on the relation between 
language and thought within storytelling.  
 
Furthermore, I argue that Doyle isn’t pretending to use ‘Sherlock Holmes’ in penning 
down the Holmes stories; rather he is genuinely using the name (which is then empty) to 
invite readers to imagine that something is the case. In so doing Doyle is baptizing the 
character Holmes and initiating a causal chain of reference from the name to the 
character that traces back to that particular act of storytelling.  
 
To conclude, I reject what I call the ‘negative’ pretense view, according to which in 
writing a work of fiction a storyteller is only pretending to do things he is in reality not 
doing. On the present view, story-telling is a positive, creative act regulated by a 
ruled-governed practice, in which plays a central role a certain mode of utterance 
(fictive utterance) and a complex of attitudes (fictive stance). 
 
 
Pellegrino, Gianfranco  (Luiss Guido Carli, Rome) 
 
Pleasure as both a mental state and an object of desire 

 
The main aim of this paper is to show that the following intuitions are both plausible (at 
least so stated): 
 



 

1. Mental statism Pleasantness is a particular feature or dimension of conscious mental 
states. 
 
2. The Desire-Pleasure connection As a matter of fact, to be pleased by something, or to 
like something, is always connected to a de re desire intrinsically related either to the 
object liked or to the mental state of being pleased. 
 
Contrary to the standard approach in recent scholarship, it is argued that what is 
required is a joint account of both the above intuitions. The nature of pleasure, as 
something both opposite to pain and different from hedonically indifferent mental states, 
cannot be fully accounted for by employing only one of the above intuitions, whatever it 
is. 
 
The following requirements are to be met by an account of pleasure expressing the 
above intuitions: 
 
a. Non-reductionism: pleasure should neither be conceptually reduced to desire nor 
co-extend with it. 
 
b. The mental nature of pleasure: the connection between pleasure and desires should 
make certain peculiar mental states the necessary object of desire-for-pleasures. 
 
c. Individuation of pleasures: pleasures should be accounted in a way able to make them 
suitable objects of absolute assessment and independent individuation. 
 
A pattern of connection between desires and pleasures capable to meet the above 
requirements is finally presented. 
 
 
Pelletier, Jérôme (University of Brest and Institut Jean-Nicod (CNRS/EHESS/ENS)) 
 
Fictions about themselves 
 
In Walton's theory, works of art are props in games of make-believe. What a reader or a 
spectator is to imagine depends on the nature of the work. 
 
The fiction of most works is to claim that the characters and events represented have 
empirical reality. But some works of art are different and invite also their viewers or 
readers to imagine that some characters and events are fictional. In these works, not 
only a fictional world is represented, but also the same world or part of it is represented 
as fictional. 
 
In visual art, for instance, part of a canvas may induce the viewer to imagine that there 
really is a person doing so and so. Depicting a frame around that part of the canvas or 
depicting it as being painted are both ways of inducing the viewer to imagine also that 
the person is only fictional. 
 
In literary art, a narrator may introduce a pause in a narration to fictionally talk 
reflexively about the narration and its fictional status either to the reader or to a 
character. A narrator may also comment on the composing of the narrative making the 



 
 

fictional nature of the narration salient. A narrator may also appear unreliable. In 
various ways, the reader may be induced to represent either (part of) the narrated world 
and its inhabitants or (part of) the narration itself as fictional. 
 
In the first part of the talk, I distinguish two modes of ‘fictional reflexivity’: narrative 
fictional reflexivity and iconic fictional reflexivity. A fiction may be reflexive by 
turning its narrator into what I call a ‘reflexive narrator’, who portrays the narrated 
events and characters as fictional. This is the first way. Or a fiction may be reflexive by 
the introduction within itself of an embedding fiction from which point of view an 
embedded fiction is metarepresented as fictional. The first way corresponds to the 
linguistic foregrounding of a reflexive narrating voice, a process I call ‘narrative 
reflexivity’. The second way corresponds to the embedding of a primary fiction within a 
secondary fiction which resembles the first in many respects, a process I call ‘iconic 
reflexivity’. I claim that moments of narrative and iconic fictional reflexivity may give 
rise to stretches of ‘fictional lucidity’. But fictions which display an excess of 
reflexivity may also create in the reader or the viewer non-lucid or perplexing states. I 
try then, to distinguish between lucid and non-lucid reflexive fictions. 
 
In the second part of the talk, I draw some philosophical consequences of the 
recognition that various types of self-reflexive works may induce us to imagine that 
there is an x as well as the proposition that it is fictional that there is an x. To properly 
understand these works, one needs to do both imaginings. For instance, the Vermeer 
painting called A Lady Seated at the Virginal (ca. 1675) depicts a painting hanging on 
the wall behind the main subject. The model for this picture within the picture was 
Dirck van Baburen’s The Procuress (1622). I think that we are to imagine the content of 
the painting hanging on the wall as real and also that we are to imagine it to be fictional. 
One and the same work may invite us to imagine various fictional worlds and their 
relations. Consequently, it is necessary to admit that a reader or a viewer is invited to 
recognize different fictions, different fictional worlds and also the relations between 
these worlds to properly understand and appreciate such works. 
 
 
Penco, Carlo & Porello, Daniele (University of Genoa, Italy) 
 
Sense as Proof 
 
The tension between a cognitive notion of sense and an objective one is an unsolved 
problem in Frege’s theory of meaning. The objective notion is coherent with truth 
conditional theories of meaning, while the cognitive notion is more apt to work with 
theories of pragmatic competence.  
 
A strong claim in favour of the objective notion of sense is given by Frege when he 
maintains that two logically equivalent expressions express the same thought or sense. 
However the objective notion seems unable to answer the following question: 
  

If a subject understands A → B and  ¬ (A ∧ ¬ B), and moreover accepts A → B 
as true, what does she need in order to accept also ¬ (A ∧ ¬ B)?  

 
Adhering to the objective notion of sense seems to make it impossible to work out a 
viable answer to the question, because identifying understanding sense as understanding 



 

truth conditions the passage from accepting the one sentence to accepting the other is 
immediate. We cannot take into account our cognitive limits. 
 
 Instead of insisting on the contraposition between the two notions, we will argue in 
favour of their compatibility, considering Dummett’s notion of justification conditions 
and intuitionistic proof theory, which help us to make a clear representation of the 
cognitive aspect of sense and to compose the tension between objective and cognitive 
notions.  
 
Eventually the same point may be given in classical logic, answering the problems 
given by the original tension in Frege (who lacked the concept of proof theory). 
 
 
Pérez Carreño, Francisca (Universidad de Murcia) 
 
Sincerity as expressive transparency 
 
*** Short abstract not available *** 
 
 
Plunze, Christian (Johann Wolfgang Goethe-University (Frankfurt am 
Main/Germany)) 
 
A Puzzle About Assertions and Truth 
 
If you ask someone to make a false assertion about snow, you will hear almost without 
exception: “Snow is black”. If it is assumed that the speaker has fulfilled the request, (1) 
must be true:  
 
(1)  By uttering “Snow is black” the speaker asserts that snow is black 
 
However, the truth of (1) — if it is a truth — is hardly reconcilable with the widely held 
assumption that someone asserts something only if he commits himself to the truth of 
the uttered sentence or the statement made. Obviously, in the case at hand such a 
commitment to truth is lacking. So, how could it be that an utterance is an assertion 
although there is no truth-claim?  
 
It is very tempting to answer this question by denying its presupposition and argue that, 
despite first appearance, (1) is false because the speaker has asserted something 
different (or even nothing at all). For instance, one may argue that actually it is asserted 
that it is false that snow is black. However, if this were the content of the assertion, the 
assertion would be true. But there is no reason for the assumption that the speaker has 
not fulfilled the required task. Unwillingness on behalf of the speaker is not the issue 
and, given that truth is not a necessary condition for an assertion, it is clearly possible to 
fulfill the request. So, this answer, although tempting, is hardly convincing. In the talk I 
will discuss more promising strategies to solve this puzzle. 
 
 
Polcyn, Karol (Szczecin University, Poland) 
 



 
 

Psychophysical Identity and the Intuition of Its Contingency 
 
Abstract: David Papineau recently argued that that psychophysical identity cannot 
appear contingent and used this point to reinterpret Kripke’s argument against the 
identity theory. The point of Kripke’s argument, under Papineau’s interpretation, is not 
so much that the identity theory is false but rather that we cannot believe it at an 
intuitive level. Here I argue that psychophysical identity does appear contingent and I 
explain this appearance by assuming that phenomenal concepts reveal the intrinsic 
nature of phenomenal states. Furthermore, I argue that the intuition of psychophysical 
contingency can hardly be explained away and that it therefore undermines the 
physicalists’ claim that phenomenal states are essentially physical states. This last 
conclusion is not the conclusion that Kripke himself draws but that is because Kripke’s 
own understanding of the significance of the intuition of contingency is inconsistent; 
that intuition does not undermine the truth of psychophysical identity but only its 
alleged necessity. 
 
 
Pritchard, Timothy (King’s College  London) 
 
The Meaning of ‘The’ 
 
I shall argue that it is a fundamental error to suppose that the definite article contributes 
a uniqueness condition to truth conditions.  Instead it has the role of indicating where 
an introduction has already been made to the discourse.  
 
Quantifiers say something about quantities and are appropriate in answer to ‘how many’ 
type questions.  But in the sentence The sheep bleated merrily we have no indication of 
quantity, and The sheep is not an appropriate answer to How many sheep do you have? 
 
‘the’ has a different distribution to quantifiers.  Its distribution follows closely the 
demonstrative this, that when used as a qualifier.  Historically the English definite 
article derives from the Old English demonstrative (hence the ‘th’ common form: this, 
that, the) – cf. German.  The semantics of ‘the’ relates closely to the semantics of the 
demonstrative. 
 
Descriptive linguists have accurately described the role ‘the’ plays.  It marks an object 
as “before mentioned or already known or contextually particularized” (Oxford English 
Dictionary).  The use of ‘the’ is licensed where the hearer is not left asking ‘Which 
thing is being talked about’. 
 
I will argue that we can explain any apparent uniqueness connotations as arising 
indirectly from this linguistic role for ‘the’.  The traditional approach has mistaken an 
implication (which only sometimes occurs) for the actual semantic import of ‘the’. 
 
Concentration on the role of ‘introduction’ in discourse provides a powerful explanatory 
tool for understanding language. 
 
 
Protasi, Sara (University of Bologna) 
 



 

Is It Love What I’m Feeling? 
 
The question of true love is a complex one, and in this talk I will attempt to face only 
part of it. After a preliminary consideration on the nature of love, I will focus on the 
relationship between the state of love and its typical phenomenology. 
 
If love could be reduced to its phenomenology, any doubt about being truly in love 
would concern only the individual capacity of psychological introspection. I will claim 
that love is not reducible to its qualitative experience. 
 
I will first consider a basic conception of the phenomenology of love and show that if 
we employ this minimal conception, the reductionist view is false.  
 
The advocate of the reductionist view needs to appeal to an enriched conception of 
phenomenology, composed not only by basic feelings, but also by desires, beliefs, 
behaviors, and emotions.  
 
I will argue that even this complex phenomenology is not everything we need in order 
to talk of love, since love cannot be a solipsistic state, exclusively dependent on the 
subject’s states.  
 
In order to argue for this thesis, I will use some examples of lovers who are in the right 
phenomenological state, but that, according to our shared intuitions, do not seem to be 
truly in love. I will claim that these loves are not authentic, because the lovers are in the 
wrong epistemic state: the knowledge of the beloved, at least at a basic level, is 
necessary for love to be a real interactive experience, and not just a personal projection.  
 
 
Rami, Adolf (University of Göttingen, Germany) 
 
Reference and Proper Names 
 
The aim of my talk is to defend a specific conception of reference concerning proper 
names, which I call ‘modified indexical view’. The core theses of my conception are the 
following: (1) The relation of semantic reference between a proper name and its referent 
is a context-sensitive relation and each proper name has at most one semantic referent. 
(2) The bearer-relation between a proper name and its bearers is a context-insensitive 
relation and each proper name may have more than one bearer. (3) The relation of 
semantic reference concerning proper names is constituted by the bearer-relation and a 
specific disjunctive notion of speakers-reference.   
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Ramírez Calle, Olga (Universidad de Granada) 
 
La verdad de los enunciados morales 
 
The aim of my talk is to show the implausibility of a choice of alternative moral realist 
accounts. My argumentation to this purpose could be compressed into the following 
steps: I ask (i) if a thick ethical (moral) realism may be plausible and answer this 
question negatively; I argue (ii) that thick ethical (moral) concepts can be wind back to 
abstract ethical or moral statements and, therefore, that (ii) the only genuine ethical or 
moral statements are of this abstract kind; I then question (iii) if the truth of such 
abstract statements is to be understood in realist terms and, drawing on a semantic 
analysis, answer this question negatively again; (iv) I defend that abstract ethical or 
moral statements can be wind back to norms and ask, thus, further (v) if we could 
understand the corresponding normative statements, then, as realists propose. Coming to 
a negative result once more, I finally (vi) give a general diagnosis of the basic problem 
and consider the prospects of developing an adequate picture of the status and 
justification of morality. 
 
The argumentation will draw on Hilary Putnam’s defence of a ‘thick ethical (moral) 
realism’, Habermas discourse ethics and Lafont’s alternative realist proposal.  
 
 
Riesenfeld, Dana (Tel Aviv University) 
 
The philosopher, the baker, and the pantomime of caution 
 
*** Short abstract not available *** 
 
 
Rodriguez Larreta, Juan  )Sociedad Argentina de Anلlisis Filosَfico )SADAF((  
 
Can a single particular exist wholly and simultaneously in two different places?  
 
The issue of the Identity of Indiscernibles is an important one in metaphysics, because if 
the principle is true it allows us to get rid of substrata (or “bare particulars”) and raise a 
monistic ontology in which particulars are bundles of properties. However, Max Black 
offered the following well known counterexample to such principle: let suppose a world 
containing only two iron spheres located at a certain mutual distance and sharing all of 
their characteristics. Ex-hipotesi such spheres are indiscernible both in their intrinsic 
properties and in their pure relational properties (such as the property of being at a 
certain distance of a sphere of such and such characteristics) and yet there are two: thus, 
the Identity of Indiscernibles is false.  

 
Hawthorne tries to save the Identity of Indiscernibles from Black´s counterexample 



 

stating that the case imagined by Black should be interpreted as a case in which the 
same sphere is wholly and simultaneously located in both places. 

 
In this paper I try to show that Hawthorne’s “solution” fails. My strategy consist in 
surveying the available theories on the nature of space (the qualitative theory, the 
substantival theory and the relational theory) in order to show that in none of these 
theories Hawthorne´s solution can be sustained. 
 
 
Rodríguez Rodríguez, Carolina (Universidad de La Salle, Colombia) 
 
La relación entre verdad y significado en Thomas Hobbes. Una lectura en 
perspectiva analítica  
 
*** Short abstract not available *** 
 
 
Romerales, Enrique (Universidad Autónoma de Madrid) 

 
Substantialist four-dimensionalism: keeping vagueness under control in 
composition and persistence 
 
Advocates of semantic and pragmatic approaches to vagueness try to keep from 
ontological vagueness, specially from vague identity, persistence and existence. One 
prominent way is to resort to some four-dimensionalist (4-D) ontology, like that of 
Theodore Sider. Unfortunately, 4-D offers a direct and clear-cut barrier to ontological 
vagueness only in so far as it is coupled with universal composition, which is an 
extremely implausible thesis. The original motto from David Lewis is that if 
composition is vague so is existence. J.J. Smith has followed a different procedure to 
make ontological vaguenes innocuous: distinguishing two kinds of composition and 
existence, one liable to vagueness, the other immune to it. Smith’s ontology looks 
promising for artifacts, but highly inadequate for living organisms. Additionally, 
Trenton Merricks has shown the argument from vague composition to vague existence 
to be inconclusive. 

 
An alternative way to escape from ontologically vague categories is to issue a criterion 
of existence according to which only non-possibly vague persisters properly exist: 
atoms, molecules and living organisms (statues or mountains being mere atoms 
arranged statuewise or mountainwaise, and these arrangements being unproblematically 
vague). Then, even if some kinds of vague composition remained, vague persistence 
and existence would be over. If so, 4-D is no longer necessary to avoid vague identity 
and persistence. But, nonetheless, a principialist and restrictive worm version of 4-D, 
which would accept as existent only natural, continuous and internally causally 
connected composites of temporal parts, could fit nicely with the evolving nature of 
actual entities. This substantialist four-dimensionalism will be free from many of the 
radical and implausible consequences of stage theory, but would also benefit from 
alternative arguments for 4-D, like the ones from time-travel or from the conception of 
time within a relativistic framework. 
 
 



 
 

Romero, Esther (University of Granada) & Soria, Belén (University of Granada) 
 
Incomplete Definite Descriptions in Phrasal Pragmatics 

 
Our aim is to explain, from phrasal pragmatics (study of pragmatic tasks required to get 
the complex concepts communicated), how incomplete definite descriptions (IDD), a 
kind of singular and definite noun phrases, can be part of a sentence used to say 
something true (or even false). 
 

According to the standard Russellian analysis, (1) 
 
� 1) The table is covered with books 

 
expresses a false general proposition: that the only existing table is covered with books. 
The different strategies to explain how (1) can be used to say something true have 
required a consideration of DDs as contextually sensitive quantifier noun phrases. For 
us, these strategies inadequately follow the Russellian analysis. The quantifier noun 
phrase in a DD is not equivalent to an existential and universal, although it is sensible to 
the context. An IDD is detected in (1) not because (1) expresses a false general 
proposition, as the Russellian analysis compels. Rather, when we detect both a 
non-generic use of the singular definite NP (‘the table’) and an impossibility to refer to 
a unique object that satisfies this NP, we detect an IDD and that something unarticulated 
is needed. We add the unarticulated conceptual material which isolates the unique entity 
intended by the speaker and which usually contains some referential component 
sensitive to the context (Neale 1990: 93-102). The free enrichment of the encoded 
concept results in a de re complex concept that is a component of what is said, a 
quasi-singular proposition (Schiffer 1987) that may be true or false. 
 
 
Rosell, Sergi (Univ. Valencia & UCSD) 
 
Why general arguments against moral luck don’t work 
 
The main case for the illusion of moral luck is the so-called epistemic argument, which 
claims that what luck really does is not to interfere with someone’s moral status, but just 
with our knowledge of her, given the available evidence. A person can be lucky or 
unlucky in the transparency of what she deserves, but it does not mean that luck can 
make a moral difference, i.e., can affect what she truly or ultimately deserves.  
 
This argument works better with resultant moral luck. However, to be a successful case 
against moral luck, it needs to apply to all kinds of moral luck. So, its counterfactual 
extension exploits the notion of ultimate desert, which contrasts with more factual sorts 
of desert and responsibility. It is a kind of responsibility that is supposed to be 
completely luck free. Then, actions, as external to the agent and not free of 
contingencies, cannot be the locus of ultimate desert. However, character, intentions, 
will or decisions cannot be better replacements. Even determining an entry in one’s 
ideal moral record by function of some of her dispositions, it turns out that what 
dispositions she has is partly a matter of luck—they depend on the agent’s past history, 
partially beyond her control. 
 



 

The argument’s strategy finally rests on a strong notion of a person’s true desert—a 
notion that is actual-enactment independent (and radically independent of the actual 
world). I will try to show that this notion, pursued to its final logical conclusion, is an 
unintelligible one. And then, to the extent that a global case against moral luck 
necessarily presupposes this unintelligible notion, no general argument against moral 
luck can ultimately work.  
 
 
Rossi, Mauro  )London School of Economics and Political Science(  
 
Can Functionalism Rescue Interpersonal Utility Comparisons? 
 
The orthodox view in economics holds that interpersonal utility comparisons (IUCs, for 
short) pose a particularly intractable theoretical problem. In this paper I address the 
question of whether a functionalist understanding of preferences can lead us to a 
positive solution.  
 
Asking this question is opportune for at least two reasons. First, functionalism has been 
the dominating view about the meaning of mental states, in philosophy of mind, for the 
past thirty years. Recently, attempts have been made to define preferences as well in 
functionalist terms (see Pettit, P. [2006]). It is natural to ask how this affects the 
traditional debate about IUCs. Second, since the origin of decision theory (see Ramsey, 
F.P. [1990]), beliefs and degrees of beliefs have been generally given a functionalist 
understanding. Thus, conceiving preferences and degrees of preferences along the same 
line is a way of maintaining a consistent understanding of mental states. 
 
I focus on the following question: If we adopt a functionalist understanding of 
preferences, is there a (empirical or non-empirical) basis that is sufficient to determine 
IUCs, in accordance with scientific standards?  
 
I argue that, if we leave the problem of induction aside, then IUCs can be scientifically 
justified if (a) we assume that different individuals are identically reasonable and 
rational, and (c) these assumptions can be vindicated. On the other hand, if the problem 
of induction is taken into consideration, then IUCs can be scientifically justified if (a) 
the previous conditions are satisfied, and (b) for each individual, the empirical evidence 
concerning his life is sufficient to determine an absolute preference ranking, that is, a 
ranking of preferences over all the options in the individual’s lifetime preference 
domain. 
 
 
Saborido, Cristian y Moreno, Alvaro (UPV-EHU) 
 
Hacia una nueva teoría de las funciones en filosofia de la biología 
 
En este trabajo abordaremos la noción de función en el marco de la (filosofía de la) 
biología. Para ello, analizaremos los tres diferentes tipos de propuestas en los que 
pueden dividirse los análisis filosóficos "clásicos" del concepto de función: (i) el 
enfoque etiológico-evolutivo, que define la función de una parte o componente de un 
organismo en términos de su historia evolutiva y cuya formulación más elaborada está 
en la obra de R. Millikan; (ii) el enfoque disposicional de Bigelow y Pargetter, en el que 



 
 

la función se identifica con las propiedades causales que tienen relevancia para la 
supervivencia y reproducción del organismo; y (iii) el propuesto por Cummins, para 
quien la función de un componente o parte es el papel causal que, en el análisis de una 
capacidad del sistema que lo engloba, esta parte o componente desempeña. 
Mostraremos cómo es posible solventar las carencias y dificultades de estas propuestas 
tradicionales desde una nueva perspectiva, heredada de la biología teórica, que nos 
recuerda que los componentes funcionales son totalmente dependientes del contexto de 
todo el sistema y que el propio sistema se define como la relación dinámica de esos 
propios componentes. Esta nueva perspectiva funda el concepto de función en el marco 
de cierta forma de organización,  que únicamente puede existir en condiciones alejadas 
del equilibrio y que precisa establecer activamente ciertas relaciones entre sus 
componentes para mantenerse. Este tipo de organización, que autores como Bickhard, 
Christensen o Hooker denominan "autonomía", es la característica básica de todo 
sistema vivo.  

 
 
Salvi, Valerio (Reading University) 
 
Intrinsic Betterness and Intrinsic Preference 
 
In this paper I present Chisholm’s definition of intrinsic betterness. The definition is in 
terms of requirements and intrinsic preference, and has a number of virtues. However 
the definition leaves unexplained the logical congruence of intrinsic betterness and 
intrinsic preference. I put forward a new definition that (a) retains all the virtues of 
Chisholm’s approach, and (b) accounts for the logical congruence of intrinsic betterness 
and intrinsic preference. 
 
 
Sandis, Constantine (Oxford Brookes University and NYU in London) 
 
Buttering the Toast Intentionally: Davidson on the Ontology of Action 
 
In this paper I criticise Davidson’s claim that all actions are events that are intentional 
(under some description), but not before I attempt to unravel what Davidson means by 
it, and to reconstruct the motivations behind it. I begin by breaking down Davidson’s 
claim into six interrelated sub-claims: 
 
1) All actions are events 
 
2) Whether or not an action is intentional is a matter of description 
 
3) Whether or not an event is intentional is a matter of description 
 
4) All actions have a description under which they are intentional (i.e. all actions are 
intentional under some description) 
 
5) Some events have a description under which they are intentional (i.e. some events are 
intentional under some description) 
 
6) All and only events that have a description under which they are intentional (i.e. that 



 

are intentional under some description) are actions 
 
While primarily concerned with sub-claim (5), my analysis has important implications 
for the other sub-claims, and for Davidson’s further claim that the primary reason for an 
action is its cause. I argue that all an event that is intentional under some description can 
be identified with is an event of someone doing something intentionally (where this may 
be identical to the event of her doing another thing unintentionally). From this I 
eventually conclude that - contra sub-claim (2) - there is a class of actions that are (a) 
intentional and (b) not events, namely that of intentional doings.  
 
 
Santos Sousa, Mario (Universidad Autónoma de Madrid) 
 
Binding Reasons 
 
What makes a thought follow on the heels of another? What makes an action follow on 
the heels of a thought? The first question concerns the regulation of belief, the second 
the regulation of action. These are not factual questions—about the beliefs and actions 
one happens to hold or perform—but rather normative ones: about what one ought to 
believe and do. Thought and behavior are governed by a complex set of norms, rules 
and principles that provide the normative structure that holds our beliefs together and 
binds our actions to thought. To be guided in one’s judgment or choice of action by a 
rule, however, is not simply to think or behave in conformity with that rule, it is to 
engage in or refrain from a course of action—including one’s acts of judging—for the 
reasons that lie beneath the requirements and prohibitions of the rule. So, if rules are 
binding in virtue of being enforced by reasons, what is the ultimate source of reasons’ 
normative authority? A proper account has to meet two conditions if reasons are to play 
a non-trivial role in explaining an individual’s thought and behavior: while one’s 
judging and acting must be appropriately free, it cannot be arbitrarily willful. In 
grounding our thoughts and actions, we need to explain how reasons can be binding and 
compelling without our choice being coerced, automatic or trivial. I will sketch an 
account of reasons’ normative authority that exhibits this marriage of force and 
freedom. 
 
 
Sgaravatti, Daniele (University of St Andrews, University of Eastern Piedmont) 
 
The Strange Case of the Disappeared Defeasible Justification 
 
 Huemer (2001) presented a general argument to the effect the very idea of a defeasible 
justification, a justification that does not entail the truth of the allegedely justified belief, 
is a contradiction in terms. Consider a situation in which you are supposed to have 
defeasible justification for a statement, and your evidence consists only of a set of 
statements. The basic thought is this: if your justification is defeasible, then there are 
possible circumstances in which you have the same evidence and the purported 
conclusion is false; but it seems therefore nothing prevents someone, in that 
circumstances, to correctly believe all the statements of your “justification” while not 
being justified in believing the conclusion, perhaps because she correctly believes the 
negation of that conclusion. Therefore, that set of statements is not a sufficient 
justification for rationally believing the conclusion. 



 
 

 
I consider a detailed version of the argument and some possible attacks on its premises. 
In the end however I claim the solution to the “paradox” is accepting the conclusion of 
the argument. The way I reconcile the conclusion with its apparent unacceptability is by 
claiming that we actually make a larger than what is usually thought use of deductive 
reasoning. Very often, what is taken to be an induction or an inference to the best 
explanation is a deduction, where some of the premises of the reasoning are not made 
explicit.  
 
 
Sigrist, Michael (George Washington University, Washington, DC.) 
 
Does Empiricism Require Experience? 
 
I critique the attempt, primarily in the work of Quine and Sellars, to establish an 
empiricism that dispenses with any necessary reference to experience. I define 
‘experience’ as mental episodes (sensations, perceptions and cognitions) characterized 
essentially by a first-person, subjective point of view. I will refer to this understanding 
of experience as ‘phenomenological.’ Quine’s use of ‘stimulus meanings’ and Sellars 
psychological nominalism--to take just two examples--are precisely formulated by 
bypass any notion of ‘experience’ as just defined. I argue that such attempts are both 
falsely construed and falsely motivated. They are misconstrued in that the 
phenomenology of experience, though often underplayed, in fact performs an 
indispensable function both in Quine’s method of radical translation and in Sellar’s 
myth of Jones. They are falsely motivated in that allowing a phenomenological notion 
of experience back into their methods is not nearly so troubling for their respective 
empiricisms as Quine and Sellars seemed to fear. The result is a broadly Quinean or 
Sellarsian empiricism that nonetheless is able to accommodate the phenomenology of 
experience.  
 
 
Skidelsky, Liza (Universidad de Buenos Aires/CONICET) 
 
Vehículos del pensamiento: lenguaje natural vs. lenguaje del pensamiento 
 
Entre los filósofos que consideran que pensamos utilizando vehículos simbólicos, 
algunos sostienen que pensamos en un lenguaje que tiene algunas de las propiedades 
fundamentales de los lenguajes naturales, pero que no es ninguno de ellos, llamado 
Lenguaje del Pensamiento (LDP) y otros, creen que el vehículo del pensamiento es el 
lenguaje natural adquirido (hipótesis del Pensamiento en Lenguaje Natural, PLN). Para 
que el enfrentamiento entre las hipótesis del LDP y el PLN tenga sentido, ambas 
hipótesis tienen que ser acerca de los vehículos del pensamiento, dado que la hipótesis 
del LDP concierne al nivel subpersonal de descripción y explicación cognitiva. Sin 
embargo, Carruthers (1996, 1998, 2002, 2006) - uno de los filósofos que sostiene de 
manera más extensa y argumentada una versión débil del PLN- siembra cierta confusión 
entre los niveles personal y subpersonal en su defensa del PLN. En este trabajo, me 
ocuparé, en primer lugar, de mostrar las razones por las cuales la defensa de Carruthers 
de la hipótesis débil del PLN desvirtúa el debate entre las hipótesis del LDP y PLN 
acerca de los vehículos del pensamiento. En segundo lugar, intentaré esbozar una salida 
de esta confusión, ofreciendo y evaluando dos opciones posibles para quien desee 



 

sostener una versión débil de la hipótesis del PLN que no desvirtúe la polémica. Por 
último, intentaré defender estas versiones de posibles objeciones de manera que, aunque 
no se supone que estas propuestas deban ser aceptadas por Carruthers, en principio, 
serían compatibles con algunas de las consecuencias que se desprenden de su versión de 
la hipótesis débil del PLN. 
 
 
Solé Bellet, Albert (Universidad Complutense de Madrid) 
 
Lessons from the surreal: About bohmian trajectories and gedankenexperiments 
 
In 1992, Englert, Scully, Süssmann and Walther [ESSW] developed an argument 
showing that realism regarding bohmian trajectories is untenable. The aim of this paper 
is to re-evaluate this argument -now widely known as «the surreal trajectories 
argument»- in light of some of the most recent contributions in the literature. First, I 
will show that, for the surreal trajectories argument to be applicable, an experiment 
meeting the following condition has to be devised: (C) the information regarding the 
path followed by the test particle can not be registered in terms of the position of any 
other particle before the test particle enters the interference area. Next, I will show that 
the analyses offered by Hiley and Callaghan [HC] (2006) of the experiments proposed 
by ESSW and Aharonov and Vaidman [AV] (1996) can be used to prove that neither of 
these proposals satisfy (C). So they don’t constitute a true menace for realism regarding 
bohmian trajectories. But HC’s manoeuvre does not end the debate. I will argue that, 
even if one concedes that the modifications of the delayed choice experiment suggested 
by ESSW and AV are the only proposals in the literature involving realistic which-path 
detectors, it is possible to devise a highly idealised and schematized 
gedankenexperiment satisfying (C) by stipulation. I will finally discuss to what extent 
can one such gedankenexperiment count as proof against bohmian mechanics.  
 
 
Soltanzadeh, Sadjad (Sharif University of Technology) 
 
‘Possibility’ and ‘Internal Properties’ in the Tractatus 
 
One of the prominent ideas of the Tractatus is its metaphysical atomism. The world is a 
collection of facts, and facts are the primitive entities. If this is the case, the other 
ostensibly worldly entities introduced in the Tractatus—Tractarian objects—have to be 
defined in terms of facts. To do so, at first, I shall try to explicate Wittgenstein’s notion 
of internal properties of objects. We will see that internal properties of objects are those 
it preserves at all possible worlds and are not related to any given one. So I shall define 
Tractarian object as an intensional entity, which its related extension is the set of all 
possible states of affairs containing the object. 
 
Then I shall turn to the Tractatus’s ideas on pictorial nature of propositions and try to 
answer the question ‘what characteristics make a fact be a lucid and full-scale picture of 
a certain fact but not of another?’ Wittgenstein imposes some restrictive conditions on a 
blend words that is supposed to be a proposition depicting a given fact. Since sense of a 
proposition is contingent upon its pictorial relation to the world, these conditions 
provide us with criteria for meaningfulness of propositions too. We will see, then, that a 
proposition’s sense is its internal property. 



 
 

 
I shall go further and contend that Wittgenstein's attitudes towards modal concepts will 
commit his proponents to take “possibility” and “meaningfulness” as both intensionally 
and extensionally identical. 

 
Finally, I will display the relation between meaningfulness of a proposition and its 
well-formation and assert that all syntactically well-formed formulae are both 
meaningful and possible, and vice versa. 
 
 
Stojanovic, Isidora  
 
De Se Assertion 
 
David Lewis (1981) famously proposed an account of de se beliefs in terms of 
self-ascription of properties. E.g. the content of Mirka's belief that she is hungry, which 
she might express by saying “I am hungry”, is just the property of being hungry, a 
property that Mirka ascribes to herself. Lewis never held, though, that the content of 
assertion should be analyzed along the same lines, and the dominant view today is that 
if Mirka says “I am hungry”,  the asserted content, or what is said, is the proposition 
that Mirka is hungry (at a given time). In this paper, I will argue (against the dominant 
view) that Lewis's proposal for de se attitudes plausibly holds for assertion as well. The 
content of Mirka's utterance of “I am hungry” is, I suggest, the property of being 
hungry, a property that Mirka is asserting of herself.  
 
 
Sturm, Thomas (Max Planck Institute for the History of Science) 
 
The Just Cause of the „Rationality Wars“ in Psychology (and Philosophy) 
 
In current psychology of human reasoning, there are two main parties. The 
“heuristics-and-biases”-approach (e.g., Kahneman & Tversky) claims that human 
beings systematically violate standard norms of rationality coming from logic, 
probability or decision theory. Against this, defenders of “bounded” conceptions of 
rationality (e.g., Gigerenzer) deny that this justifies the conclusion that human beings 
are highly irrational. 
 
According to Samuels, Stich & Bishop (2002), these “rationality wars” concern the 
question of how rational we are: How many norms of reasoning do we actually apply? 
How far are we able to become sound reasoners? However, the “rationality wars” are 
substantive, because they also concern philosophically more interesting questions: What 
is the foundation of norms of rationality? Does empirical psychology help to answer this 
question?  
 
I shall argue for two related points: (1) By discussing various studies by Gigerenzer and 
others, I show that their objections against the assumption of the irrationality of human 
beings are convincing. (2) I reject Gigerenzer’s further conclusion that norms of 
rationality are „bounded“, or valid only within limited contents and contexts of 
reasoning. Gigerenzer’s criticism of the heuristics-and-biases tradition often 
presupposes the validity of rules such as the conjunction rule or the material 



 

implication, if only as tools of research. Moreover, Gigerenzer does not distinguish 
between the validity and the proper application of reasoning rules. I conclude by 
reflecting on an often neglected option: The question of whether norms of rationality are 
bounded or unbounded may not have the same answer for all norms; the concept of 
rationality may not be homogeneous. Accordingly, the debate over the foundation of 
rationality requires more joint philosophical and psychological efforts. 
 
 
Suarez, Juan (Université de Fribourg, Suisse) 
 
In defence of abstract content 
 
It has been argued recently (Soteriou 2000, 2005) that perceptual content is particular 
and object involving.  In this paper I want to argue against particular, object-involving 
perceptual content at least for the intentional content that describes the phenomenal 
character of our intentional states.  I will do this by providing a rationale for abstract 
perceptual content and by showing that under the light of this rationale, recent 
arguments against abstract content are not persuasive.  The gist of the rationale: given 
the transparency of perceptual states, their phenomenology is best described in 
intentional terms.  If we still hope to give an account of the phenomenology of 
phenomenal states at least partially in terms of our relation to aspects of the world we 
have evolved to be sensitive to, and if we want this account to explain the shared 
phenomenology of perceptual states, when these include illusions and hallucinations as 
well as perceptions, then we better accept that, phenomenologically speaking, the most 
basic perceptual content is abstract.  
 
My defence of abstract content is only partial in that, I argue, we can make room for the 
thesis that some perceptual content is particular because it involves a demonstrative 
element.  I will argue that this content is not the one that plays a role in the project of 
describing the phenomenology perceptual states and that it needn’t be conceived as 
being object involving. 
 
 
Tahko, Tuomas E. (Durham University, UK) 
 
When are Metaphysical Debates Substantial? 
 
Metaphysical debates sometimes seem to be over things that have little bearing on 
anything substantial. In this paper I will examine what makes a metaphysical debate 
substantial and how could we determine when there is something worthwhile at issue. I 
will argue that some debates are indeed merely linguistic, but I wish to strongly resist 
the view that metaphysical debates are always or very often merely linguistic or 
non-substantial. A number of examples - including Carnap and The Polish Logician, the 
3D/4D debate and gunk vs. atomism - will be analysed to determine some general 
criteria for deciding when a debate is substantial. But the criteria that will emerge are 
not what one might suspect: it will be shown that any kind of general criteria cannot be 
established. Rather, we must examine debates individually and what is crucial in this 
process is what I call 'truthmaker latching': the method by which a theory latches on to 
its potential truthmakers. 
 



 
 

 
Thériault, Mélissa (Université du Québec à Montréal/Université de Provence) 
 
For an Analytic Philosophy of Mass Art? 
 
Analytic philosophy of art has been in recent years very dynamic, but surprisingly, it 
has very little to say about the artwork we are most frequently in contact with: mass 
artwork. It is striking that the very meaning of the concept remains foggy and that most 
people who discuss the issue are unclear on what is proprietary to mass art. In order to 
contribute to this debate, I will shortly discuss why mass artwork is commonly 
criticized by most philosophers of art; then I will attempt to show that these critiques are 
not sound. In order to demonstrate that concerns about mass art should be seen as 
fundamental for philosophers of art I will argue that:  
 

1)  they shed new light on some old debates such as the nature and value of the 
work of art;  
 
2) the theoretical distinction between mass art and high art usually rests on some 
confusion as to whether art is considered as an essential feature of the artwork.  

 
Consequently, being aware of the misunderstandings commonly related to the mass 
artwork may help us reach a better comprehension of art in general.  
 
From this, it seems obvious that the use of the concept of mass artwork – which is used 
more for it’s commodity than it’s accuracy – only shows a negative attitude towards 
these works, which may blind us to their real qualities and positive effects. We should, 
au contraire, recognize the part of arbitrary and historical contingencies in 
distinguishing between mass art and high art, and realize that the devaluation of mass 
art is justified not on the basis of artistic criteria of value, but on the basis of 
extra-artistic considerations. 
 
 
Giuliano Torrengo (Università del Piemonte Orientale) 
 
Relative Truth and Tense Realism 
 
Truth relativism is the thesis that we need to resort to an irreducibly relativized notion 
of truth for the assessment of utterances. John MacFarlane has recently argued that 
future contingent claims provide the clearest example of assessment-sensitivity that 
requires us to employ a notion of truth relative to contextual parameters. The general 
idea is that if I say today that tomorrow it will be sunny, my utterance, as assessed from 
the viewpoint of the present context, is undetermined (neither true nor false). But if I 
assess tomorrow the utterance I have made in yesterday’s context, I end up with a 
definite truth-value: my utterance was true if the sun shines, false otherwise. There are 
two roles that contextual parameters may play in the interpretation and evaluation of a 
sentence in a context. The evaluation role: the parameter determines an aspect of the 
point against which the proposition is evaluated (e.g. a possible world). The completion 
role: the parameter determines an element of the content expressed (i.e. the referent of 
an indexical). MacFarlane maintains that understanding assessment-sensitivity, and thus 
relative truth, does not require us to choose between those two options. I argue that this 



 

is a mistake: the only way to make the relativist option intelligible is taking tensed 
sentences expressing (in a context) tensed propositions sensitive to evaluation 
parameters. The relativist has to be both a realist and a pluralist towards the feature she 
is considering truth relative to. This situation impinges on the intelligibility of the 
relativist positions for options different from the temporal case. 
 
 
Tripodi, Vera (University of Rome “La Sapienza”) 
 
On the distinction between abstract and concrete objects 

 
How should the distinction between abstract and concrete objects be drawn? That is the 
main question I shall try to answer in my talk. The aim of the talk is twofold. First, it is 
to offer an up to date formulation of Michael Dummett and Bob Hale’s criteria of 
identity for abstract objects. Second, it is to defend Dummett’s approach from 
criticisms. Accordingly, the talk is divided into two parts. In the first, I examine the so 
called “functional criterion”, i.e. the idea that an abstract object can be reffered to only 
by means of some functional expression whose argument-place is filled with an 
expression standing for some other object. To this effect, I expose the criteria presented 
in Dummett (1980) and in Hale (1987), and I show how - following H. W. Noonan 
(1976) - they can be refined. In the second part, I examine the two main reasons for 
rejecting the functional criterion. First, there are many things which may be plausibly 
held to be abstract objects but do not satisfy the functional criterion. Secondly, there are 
things which we would not classify as abstract although they are not possible objects of 
ostension and satisfy the functional test. As result, I show that the distinction between 
abstract and concrete objects should be regarded as derivative from a difference 
between the relative relations involved in the criteria of identity associated with the 
names of objects. 
 
References: 

 
Dummett (1981) Frege Philosophy of Language, Cambridge Mass. 1981. 
 
Hale (1987) Abstract Objects, Oxford 1987. 
 
Noonan –(1976) Dummett on Abstract Objects, “Analysis”, Vol. 36, No.2 (Jan., 
1976), pp.49-54. 
 
 
Trobok, Majda (University of Rijeka, Croatia) 
 
Are There Any Sets Out There? 
 
In the philosophy of mathematics, one of main concern is whether mathematical 
statements have objective truth values. One possible answer to the question is the 
realistic one: mathematics concerns itself with certain objects - numbers, sets, functions, 
groups etc. – and the claims it makes about these objects are determinately and 
objectively true or false. At this point a question naturally arises though. Where are 
these objects, and what sorts of things are they? Different answers to this question 
reflect different versions of realism. The most basic division amongst them is one 



 
 

between so called “faint of heart” realism, and Platonism.  
 
Due to the problems that Platonism has to face, the faint of heart realism might seem to 
be more appealing. In the paper I first concentrate on one of the most tempting 
contemporary formulations of this answer (if not the only one), Maddy's “set-theoretic” 
realism. 's  'set-theoretic realism' is the theory according to which some sets are 
concrete objects located in space and time, and we grasp them in pretty much the same 
way in which we see physical objects.  
 
In the paper, I characterise the view more precisely, then try to criticize it andgive 

reasons why I do not find Maddy's 'set-theoretic 'realism acceptable.  
 

Secondly ,my attempt is to answer the )more general (question ,if other versions of 'faint 
of heart 'realism are untenable too .I namely aim to show that f aint of heart realism is 

intrinsically flawed and that Maddy’s set-theoretic realism encounters a general 
difficulty that any version of faint of heart realism will encounter. 
 
 
Valor Abad, Jordi (University of St Andrews/King's College London) 
 
Relativism and Faultless Disagreement 
 
When two people disagree about matters of taste, it is often said that their disagreement 
is "faultless". Neither of them seems to be "wrong" in endorsing, respectively, what 
appear to be contradictory propositions concerning these issues. And yet, it seems that if 
two contradictory propositions cannot both be true, then one of them must believe 
something untrue and therefore wrong. In recent times, relativists such as Kölbel, 
MacFarlane or Lasersohn have considered that it is possible to make sense of the idea  
of "faultless disagreement" by considering the possibility that propositions about 
matters of taste are neither true nor false simpliciter, but true or false only in relation to 
some perspective. In this paper, I will raise some doubts about the success of their 
proposal. In particular, I will claim that, in their theory, it is difficult to present two 
people: A and B endorsing and rejecting respectively the same proposition -say, apples 
are tasty- as disagreeing with each other. What Kölbel, MacFarlane and Lasersohn 
identify with the common content of the disagreement between A and B: the proposition 
apples are tasty as considered before being assigned a truth value from a "perspective", 
cannot be regarded as the proper content of any genuine form of disagreement. I will 
also argue that giving a "cognitive" interpretation to our discussions about matters of 
taste makes very difficult to render coherent the idea of faultless disagreement. Either A 
and B do not disagree or, otherwise, one of them is wrong. 
 
 
Vázquez, Margarita (Universidad de La Laguna) 
 
Respuesta al examen sorpresa * 
 
La paradoja del examen sorpresa ha tomado muchas formas diferentes siendo ésta una 
de las más conocidas. Una profesora anuncia a sus alumnos que les pondrá un examen 
sorpresa la semana siguiente y estos concluyen que éste no podrá tener lugar. Al final, 
ella les pone el examen. De ahí la sorpresa.  



 

 
La primera pregunta que podemos hacernos es si la sorpresa sería la misma 
independientemente del día de la semana en que se ponga el examen. También podemos 
preguntarnos si la paradoja funciona igual independientemente del número de días que 
tenga  la semana. Y la pregunta más importante: ¿Hay, de verdad, una paradoja? 
 
El argumento que seguiremos aquí intentará responder, sucesivamente, a estas tres 
preguntas. 
 
Si confiamos en la profesora, la sorpresa será mayor cuanto más nos vayamos acercando 
al último día de la semana, ya que parecería totalmente imposible que el examen fuera 
ese día. Tan imposible parece, que la sorpresa es mayúscula. El conflicto entre  la 
confianza y la sorpresa adquiere su fuerza completa el último día, ¿qué ocurre los otros 
días? 
 
Según una interpretación hecha por Quine, el argumento no se ve alterado por reducir la 
semana a un solo día. Tampoco se vería alterado con semanas de 3, 7 o 1000 días. Lo 
único realmente importante son las posibilidades abiertas que tienen ante sí los alumnos. 
Esta solución parece acercarlo a un problema de futuros contingentes, y aquí la lógica 
temporal puede contribuir a su solución. 
 
__________________________ 
 
* Este trabajo está financiado por el Proyecto de Investigación 
HUM2005-003848/FISIO (Ministerio de Educación y Ciencia, España). 
 
 
Vega Encabo, Jesús (Universidad Autónoma de Madrid) 
 
Epistemic Merit, Autonomy, and Testimony 
 
In this paper, I argue that testimony could be considered as an epistemic achievement in 
which the participants deserve credit for. The acquisition of knowledge can be 
illuminated as the joint contribution of the agents involved in the testimonial situation. 
So I will answer some recent challenges based on testimony to the idea of knowledge as 
involving some merit attributable to the knower, challenges that argue that the hearer 
does not contribute significantly to the correctness of the belief. I will propose that (i) 
the respective epistemic contributions of hearer and testifier are interdependent in a 
testimonial situation, and (ii) the contribution of the hearer consists fundamentally in 
creating a special epistemic situation of dependence. The hearer places herself in an 
epistemic position which claims for a certain recognition by the part of the speaker and 
helps to create a situation in which an attitude of trust is required. I will suggest the 
following about testimony: a) it represents a non-reducible source of knowledge; b) it 
doesn't sanction gullibity; c) it doesn't threaten the epistemic autonomy of the subjects; 
d) it is a cooperative epistemic achievement; and e) it involves epistemic trust. Finally, I 
introduce two distinctions: self-sufficiency/dependence and autonomy/heteronomy. Part 
of the merit we deserve as knowers is explained in terms of our autonomy as epistemic 
agents also in situations of epistemic dependence, as shown by testimonial knowledge. 
 
 



 
 

Vendrell Ferran, Íngrid (Freie Universität Berlin, Germany) 
 
Reality and Authenticity of Emotions: Fictive Emotions and Fictional Emotions 
 
The aim of my talk is to trace some conceptual distinctions on the reality and 
authenticity of the emotions in order to understand fictional emotions. The first 
distinction is the distinction between “real emotions” and “fictive emotions”. In this 
point my work shall consist firstly in developing the criteria to identify Reality as a 
property of emotions. Secondly and in accordance with the criteria for real emotions, I 
shall describe fictive emotions as a very special product of the imagination.  
 
The second distinction that I want to deal with is the distinction between “authentic 
emotions” and “inauthentic emotions”. In contrast to most current accounts of 
inauthentic emotions, that interpret these as cases of self-deception, I shall present an 
alternative account according to which it is necessary for authenticity that there be 
internal coherence of different psychic elements and that this coherence be accompanied 
by a felt quality.  
 
Finally after the distinction between “real emotions” and “fictive emotions” on the one 
hand, and between “authentic emotions” and “inauthentic emotions” on the other hand, 
and after the examination of the role of fantasy in each case, I will develop an own 
account on “fictional emotions”. For that I will discuss the thesis of C. Radford, M. 
Weston, P. Lamarque, K. Walton, T.S. Gendler, K. Kovakovich and D. Matravers. In 
my account Fictional emotions are not fictive emotions, because fictional emotions –as I 
will defend- are real, but inauthentic.  
 
 
Verdejo Aparicio, Víctor M. (Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona) 
 
Just why are they incompatible? 
 
 Inferential Role Semantics (IRS) holds that the content of concepts is determined by 
the causal or functional role that concepts exhibit in thinking. On the other hand, 
Informational Semantics (IS) claims that the content of a concept is the information that 
concept carries. In his formal and most extensive presentation of his theory of concepts, 
Jerry Fodor (1998) has argued for the circularity that arises from endorsing, on the one 
hand, that a) thinking is computation, and, on the other, that b) IRS is true. According to 
Fodor, since the notion of computation is introduced by reference to the notion of 
content, holding both to a) and b) is tantamount to holding to a circular account of 
computation and content. But a) is one of the main tenets of the so-called 
Representational Theory of Mind (RTM). Fodor's position is then that RTM is, on pain 
of circularity, incompatible with IRS, something that, if correct, would clearly favour IS 
as long as it can account for the content of concepts without falling in that kind of 
circularity. 
 
 Paralleling the criticism that George Rey (2004) has recently addressed to Fodor's 
accusation of circularity against IRS as regards another matter (viz. the specification of 
possession conditions for concepts via semantic properties), I will try to show in this 
paper that 1) Fodor's earlier presentations of RTM do not even suggest the sort of 
incompatibility above expounded, and 2) that at least prima facie, IRS is just the kind of 



 

semantics that one can expect to help in the proper formulation of the computational 
environments to which RTM is committed. The opportunity arises, then, of achieving 
some important clarification as regards the notion of computation and the natural stance 
of RTM with respect to the semantics of thought. 
 
 
Vilanova Arias, Javier (Universidad Complutense de Madrid.) 
 
Legitimación retroactiva. 
 
En esta comunicación se discutirán soluciones para el problema de la fundamentación 
del conocimiento que recurren a una noción de respaldo epistémico distinta y más débil 
que la justificación: la legitimación.  En la propuesta Crispin Wright, uno está 
legitimado a aceptar “p” si tiene razones a priori a favor de p y no tiene evidencias 
empíricas en contra de que p. Así Wright resuelve el problema de la aparente falta de 
respaldo en la adopción de nuestros supuestos metodológicos, pero tiene el mal 
resultado de que todos los argumentos dirigidos a obtener justificación para ellos son 
viciosamente circulares y por lo tanto nunca llegaremos a saberlos. En la propuesta de 
Davies 2004 uno tiene legitimación negativa para suponer p cuando no tiene razones 
para dudar de que p y no es consciente de que supone p. Esto resuelve el problema de la 
circularidad viciosa (ahora es posible llegar a conocer los supuestos) pero tiene el mal 
resultado de que lo que es una falta epistémica (no ser consciente de, ni dar razones 
para, hacer una suposición) resulta tener ventajas prácticas. En mi comunicación 
propongo un tercer tipo de legitimación (legitimación retroactiva) que compartiría las 
ventajas de ambas propuestas: aunque en un principio damos razones a priori para 
adoptar el supuesto p, en el curso de la investigación obtenemos razones nuevas (y a 
posteriori) para creer que p, con lo que “retroactivamente” obtenemos una justificación 
para haber supuesto p. 
 
 
Walter, Sven (University Of Osnabrueck) 
 
What’s Wrong with Epiphenomenalism? 
 
*** Short abstract not available *** 
 
 
Walton, Kendall (University of Michigan) 
 
Fictionality and Imagination - Mind the Gap 
 
Imaginings, unlike beliefs, come in clusters, clusters corresponding to different fictional 
worlds.   This obvious fact has not been taken into account sufficiently in recent 
discussions of the functional roles of beliefs and imaginings in our cognitive 
architecture. The clusters are closely related to the notion of fictionality. I previously 
understood a proposition to be fictional just in case there is a prescription to imagine it: 
It is fictional that p, in the world of a given novel or picture, for instance, just in case 
appreciators of that work are to imagine that p.  This is mistaken. A variety of 
interesting examples show that prescriptions to imagine are necessary but not sufficient 
for fictionality. I am not sure what more is necessary, what it takes to fill the gap 



 
 

between prescriptions to imagine and fictionality. But whatever it is, is likely to provide 
a nice solution to the "seeing-the-unseen" problem, the worries about cases in which we 
are to imagine seeing something which, fictionally, is unseen. In observing 
Michelangelo's Creation we are to imagine seeing the creation, but we are also to 
imagine that no one sees it. These imaginings are linked to different fictional worlds, 
however, they belong to different clusters; so there is no conflict between them.  
 
 
Watzl, Sebastian (Columbia University) 
 
Knowledge in action: behavior executed attentively 
 
When we act, we know what we are doing. In contrast with automatic behaviors we are 
in a position to know which action we are performing just by acting without observing 
our behavior. What is the basis of this knowledge? 
 
I argue that it is based on an acquaintance relation between the subject and her behavior, 
which mirrors on the output side the relation a subject bears to the immediate objects of 
her perceptual experience on the input side. The mere ability to perform a given action 
requires that the subject bears a special relation to her action that not only enables her to 
perform the action but also puts her in a position to know which action it is that she is 
performing; just like the mere ability to refer to a given object by using a perceptual 
demonstrative requires that she is also in a position to know which object she is thinking 
about.  
 
Yet what is this acquaintance relation is supposed to be? I argue that a unified account 
of acquaintance is available: we become acquainted with a certain entity just in case that 
entity is either the object of or occupies our conscious attention. Drawing on empirical 
research I argue that conscious attention is an organizational process, in which 
information processing is controlled by the subject’s consciously represented goals. 
While the objects of our attention are the reliable cause of such information processing, 
actions that occupy our attention are their reliable effect.  
 
 
Weber-Guskar, Eva  
 
Genuine Emotions and the Character of a Person 
 
What are non-genuine emotions? A fictional emotion is an emotion someone only 
believes or imagines to have but in fact does not; it is an error in selfknowledge or a 
play of the imagination. A real emotion in contrast simply is one that is actually 
experienced by a person. Close to this topic is a less clear one: The area of something 
wrong with an emotion, that is not wrong in an ontological sense. It is not “false” either, 
because for emotions being no descriptions of the world there are no conditions of truth. 
In my talk I want to explore the intuition that in certain cases we have to distinguish 
between genuine and non-genuine emotions. We migth tend to say that all 
pharmacological induced emotions are not genuine; and we could assume that emotions 
we ourselves want to have and actively try to have are not genuine. But I argue that 
none of these criterias as kinds of abnormal developments of an emotion necessarily 
define emotions as non-genuine. I want to show that the decisive criteria for 



 

genuineness is the question whether an emotion is congruent with the  of the person – 
due to the individual holism of emotions we have to recognize. This account of genuine 
emotions is based on considerations concerning the relation between emotion and 
personality. It contains the idea of an emotional integrity that is part of the continuity 
and identity of a person over the time. 
 
 
Yasgur, Stuart (London School of Economics) 
 
Pharmaceutical Property Rights 
 
Arguments in favor of limiting access to pharmaceuticals in order to maintain 
intellectual property rights often point to the incentives that property rights create for 
achieving further medical breakthroughs.  Arguments along these lines rely on the 
thought that the current harm is somehow justified by the future good that will be 
created.  Though I doubt the efficacy of such arguments, the Incentive View, as I will 
call it, clearly has currency in the policy arena.   
 
In this paper, I argue that the Incentive View is based on a mistaken understanding of 
the normative significance of relevant economic arguments.  Even if we grant that 
increasing access to pharmaceuticals by lowering the price will decrease the possibility 
of future medical breakthroughs by decreasing incentives, it does not follow that we are 
justified in maintaining current intellectual property rights. 
 
As a social construction, property rights themselves are the subject of normative 
evaluations.  A series of property rights that guarantees an unjust outcome when a just 
outcome is possible, is itself unjust.  If the choice we face, i.e., between saving current 
lives at the expense of future lives or vice versa, is a choice between unjust options, 
then the current scheme of property rights is only just if there is no other scheme which 
would avoid forcing this choice. 
 
The pertinent question, it seems, is whether there is an alternative scheme of intellectual 
property rights which would avoid posing this unjust choice.  Far from recommending 
that the current property rights be maintained, the economic conclusions which 
proponents of the Incentive View rely on argue for reconsidering the relevant 
intellectual property rights altogether. 
 
 
Zambak, Aziz Fevzi (Katholieke Universiteit Leuven) 
 
How to build machine experience: 
A Response to the First-Person View from an AI Perspective 
 
Phenomenology and the first-person view are two standpoints in which experience is 
considered in its subjective character. The first-person level and subjectivity are 
considered as necessary constituents of our mental states. In addition to that, a mental 
phenomenon is a subjective component which is irreducible to an objective 
neuro-physiological understanding. As a result of this idea, a certain number of 
philosophers infer that a machine can never have a mental state and thinking capability 
because it is not possible to study them in an objective and scientific level; and 



 
 

therefore, AI would never be able to represent them in a computational and/or 
connectional manner. Husserl, Nagel and Searle are the three leading figures who 
defend the phenomenological and the first-person view of experience. The first-person 
perspective defended by Husserl, Nagel and Searle in different aspects forces AI to 
show that the subjective character of consciousness is not an essential standpoint in 
order to construct the model of mental states; and therefore, it does not have any 
constitutive role in our cognitive acts. Moreover, AI should be able to show the way in 
which the third-person perspective can be the essential constitutive component of 
consciousness. In other words, AI must develop a specified agent-based model in which 
the first-person perspective and its so-called subjective characterization of 
consciousness are replaced. From an AI point of view, I will develop a response to the 
first-person perspective under three titles; namely, the Silicon Thesis, Grammatical 
Agency, and consciousness of.  

 
 
Zardini, Elia (Arché, AHRC, University of St Andrews) 
 
A Model of Tolerance 
 
The talk will present a family of logics (“tolerant logics”) designed to deal with the 
sorites paradox in such a way as to enable us to deny the validity of the paradoxical 
reasoning rather than the full truth of its (intuitively true) major premise. We will focus 
on the zeroth-order fragments of tolerant logics. The main idea is to place some 
restrictions on the transitivity of the consequence relation. This is achieved in a 
lattice-theoretical semantics by letting the set of designated values for the premises be a 
(possibly proper) subset of the set of designated values for the conclusions. The basic 
semantic construction will be developed with further and further constraints in order to 
define stronger and stronger logics. A model in the strongest logic for the premises and 
the negation of the conclusion of the sorites paradox will finally be given.    
 
 
Zeman, Dan (LOGOS, Universitat de Barcelona) 
 
Context sensitivity, relativism and context-shifting arguments 
 
The paper is primarily concerned with laying out the space of positions that purport to 
account for semantic context sensitivity of natural language expressions and with 
making a prima facie case for relativism. I start with distinguishing between 
pre-semantic, semantic and post-semantic context sensitivity. In the following section I 
briefly present the classic picture of indexicals due to David Kaplan and assess some 
arguments for the introduction of certain parameters in the circumstances of evaluation 
(specifically, time). In section III I envisage two views that purport to expand semantic 
context sensitivity beyond expressions from “the basic set”: indexicalism and 
contextualism. In section IV, by means of an example taken from John Perry, I draw 
attention to a specific form of semantic context sensitivity, namely that in which what is 
affected by context are the circumstances of evaluation of utterances rather than their 
content. The example leads to the necessity of distinguishing between two roles of 
context: a content-determinative one and a circumstance-determinative one. In section 
V I introduce relativism as the view incorporating the claim that context has a 
circumstance-determinative role and contrast it with the two views presented before. In 



 

the final section I analyze a certain type of argument usually adduced in favor of 
contextualism (the so-called “context-shifting arguments”) and show that in order to 
work it has to rule out relativism. I conclude by claiming that the battle must be fought 
by giving arguments to the effect that a certain parameter should or should not be part of 
the circumstances of evaluation rather than the content of utterances. 


